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Ahhh, a r:ew semester. Welcome back
more women and minorities for certain
to frozen. bust-your-ass sidewalks and '
positions, so that their numbers will be
streets. unnecessarily high-priced 17th ed.i- more representative of the population.
tion hard-bound books, crappy cafeteria
Sounds OK, right? Not always.
food. leg cramp drop-add lines. and finally,
Women and minorities have traditionalto the Bursar's O(ftce, which will have no
ly had problems breaking into the white,
problem accepting your personal check.
male-dominated work force because of dis(For half of your life savings, I might add)
criminatory practices. That, I agree, is
Yes, that one place only pevple like us
unfair. Discrimination for characteristics,
could love so weD. Ball State.
. unrelated to job perfonnance, should
And, welcome to "The write wing,"
never be tolerated So along comes affirwhere it all will make sense, or rather,
mative action, which sets goals for hiring.
where 'J point out that it probably doesnl
With it, we can solve this problem by placfm not going to spend a semester debating ~g in a nice, neat box. Women
ing with the ACLU over whether or not
make up 50 pen:ent of the population,
students' constitutional rights are being
therefore wurnen should get 50 percent of
infringed upon when they are not allowed
the jobs. (The fomrula for arriving at actuto say the '"i-word" near criminal justice
a1 percentages is much more complicated.
classes. And, I'm certainly not going to
but you get the picture.)
argue with psychology professors that
What happens if there aren't enough
their time would be much better spent in
women and minorities to fill these posithe classroom teaching than putting any
lions? That is precisely what is happening.
pointless thought that came to mind in the
When it comes to the hiring of faculty here
editorial section. If I do, call me out on it
at BaD State, they engage in extensive
I Rather, I would Uke to break from the
advertising. If we can't find anyone to
norm and get students, at this premier
apply (the type of peop'le we wan~ that is)
teaching institution, to challenge the
we wiD look harder until we find someone.
tougher issues. Spring semester, for many, Meanwhile,lohn Smith, a white man. who
including myself, brings graduation. It also is weIl-qualified and wanting work, is still
brings with it the dreaded, but all-imporwaiting. Don't get me wrong. If a
tant job search. One topic that often seems woman/minority applicant is fmUld, they
to come into play is affirmative action. For
still must be qualified in order to be hired.
some it may sound like salvation, but to
What is wrong with affirmative action
others it may as well be a four-letter word.
is that it places people into groups. By
Affirmative action. for those of you who
labeling people as whiteS, blacks, female
don't Jatow, is the process by which an
, and males during the hiring process, we
organization or business strives to recruit
are only perpetnating the problem we seek

to end. We engage in preferential hiring of I
those with certain characteristics., and the ,
'original roles are reversed. We fail to see
people as individuals, as they should be,
but rather as a member of a category.
Corporations often set quotas for women
and rrllnority hiring so they can keep the
government and special interest groups
off their backs. But are the most qualified :
always getting hired? Not always. The quo- .
tas were instated for political and financial '
reasons, not to ensure fairness. It is all
politicaL
if a man and a woman are up for a position and the woman receives the position
merely for affinnative action reasons. are
' we not saying that the woman, in this situation, is more important than the man? Is
there still not an unemployed person?
What d~ a woman halfway across the
United State3, who actually was discriminated again~ care if more women are
hired? She still isn't as important
Afflnnative action proposes a blanket
solution. for a problem that needs to be
handled on an individual basis. Our
emphasis should be more focused towards
those who are actually breaking the law,
rather than assuming everyone will.
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Senior John Kolanowski, a polldcal science major. writes ''The write wing" for
the Daily News. His views do not nece$Sarl- '
Iy repre5ent those of the newspaper.
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Serious issues must be confrontedl
Jon
Kolanowski
The write
wing

Welcome back.. Week two. Before
going into a new topic, I need to reiterate a point that I made. Affirmative
action is an example of bad policy
because it places people into groups
and any such policy with this -criteria is
inherently flawed Some of you feel
that I am not able to think objectively
on this subject, strictly because I am a
white male. Rather prejudicial, don't
you think?
Moving on. I want to discuss basic
20th century liberal thought that has
been slowly creeping into our lives
since the days of FDR's "New Deal."
Let's look at a few ot the issues.

Dr. Joycelyn Elders:
(President Bill Clinton's famed exSurgeon General) I give her the tiUe of
"Miss liberalism 1990s," which earns
her her own category in my critique.
She is no longer our top doctor, but her
opinions are still up for discussion.
(1) Legalizing drugs will lower the
crime rate. I agree, because using
drugs will no longer be a crime. We
could lower the crime rate by no
longer making rape a crime, but that
would be ridiculous, wollldn't it? Less
violence by legalizing drugs? I'll quote
AM. Rosenthal from the New iOrk
Times here. "By this IOglc, armed robbery should be legalized. Then nobody
would get hurt" Besides all this, let's
not forget the massive exodus of new
drug addicts into our streets. Who's
going to treat these people? Our federal government? Who's going to pay for

it? You and me. Watch and see. It will
all be legalized under the "Right to
Privacy." We can't teD you what to do
with your body: Shoot uP. dude.
(2) Masturbation should be taught
in public schools. 'This subject is much
more serious than it sounds. In thls
day and age, we are constantly confronted with a school system that
seems increasingly intent on ~aching
the youth of America ~hat to think"
and not "how to think. .. Let's have Paul
Reuben (ak.a Pee-Wee Hennan)
appointed as Education Secretary.
(3) "America needs to get over its
love affair with the fetus. n This subject
will be discussed in the next category,
but first I must point out that our now
embarrassed president cannot sever
his ties with Elder's views. Clinton
appointed her as the head of the
Arkansas Board of Health when he
was governor. They go way back.
Clinton appointing Elders is compara~le to someone running into a skunk.
You can take a bath, but you just can't
get rid ot the stink.
Abortion:
TIlls issue will never die. Long after
the initial litigants in the Roe u Wade
case are in the groWld. people will be
debating this issue. TIlis topic is con·
stantJy appearing in our editorial section, and I find it extremely amusing
that pro--life advocates always seem to
make religious beliefs the basis of their
arguments. Why quote scripture to
people that might not even be

Christian? To non-Christians, you
might as well be Quoting from a geometry-book. Try this approach: Why are
pro-choice supporters so afraid Lo

make people accept responsibility tor
their actions? You knew the possible
outcome of your action: pregnancy.
Why aren't you prepared to accept the
concequences? Keep in mind that I'm
leaving rape and incest victims out of
this discussion. We always hear, ''It's
my body. It's my right to privacy."
Question: if you were so concerned
about your body. wouldn't you have
taken the necessary precautions to
protect it from pregnancy? Or we could
take it a step further like other western
liberal democracies. We could have
goverrunent~u bsidized abortions.
Then everyone could pay tor these
"mistakes.n We constantly hear that
without abortion, we would have thousands of children born into poverty. U
you had a choice. wouJd you choose
poverty or not being born? 'Think
about it
I just hit the tip of the iceberg here,
and there is much more to discuss.
However, I think it is high time we started thinking about what liberal values are
doing to rhis counrry. Maybe we already
have. The votes are in, and the l04th
Congress has a "contract with America." .
Senior John Kolanowski, a political
science maior. writes "The write wing"
for the Do;1y News. His views do not
necessarily represent those of the
newspaper.
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Big Bird should leave public nest
Week three- this week we wiD c0ntinue where we left off in our discussion
of 20th century liberal thought

Jon
Kolanowski

The
write wing

Public broadcasting:
A popular topic of late is Newt
Gingrich's plan of looking into the
removal of funding fur the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting. It has been
labeled as an outlet for tiberal thought
Would you bite the hand that feeds you.?
Want an example?
How about Walter Cronkite's PBS
program? "Christianity Reborn: Prayer
and Politics, " which argUably was an
assault on Christianity. WARNING!
Christians; You're under attack. and
you're paying for it You could find me a
conservative program. and 1still won't
support public funding of television.
One of the main points of the argument rests on "Sesame streer and
Barney the Purple Dinosaur. Some
argue that this is good quality program.
ming and should be Spared from the
chopping block. Others argue that
Barney and Big Bird would do just fine
being privately financed. I agree. If
enough people think that they are vitaIly
important these programs wiD have no
JrObiem getting funding.
Karen Price from New Orleans, La,
· wrote a letter to the edi1Dr in support of
these programs in the Monday edition of
.USA Today.
~e don't want our children watching
a halfhour of commercials for every
hour of Sesame Street We want to raise
decent human beings, not knee-jerk consumers, she said.
It's an interesting approach. However,
I suggest you don't take your children to
· any department stores, otherwise they
might corne across the thousands of
Barney dolls, Barney tapes. Barney
lunch boxes, Barney shirts. Barney
shoes. etc. on display. rn let you in on a
secret Its too late for corrune.rcialization
· of Barney and Big Bird. We're already
airing what amounts to be hour-long
commercials. and once again. you're payIt

ing for it I haven't been able to find out
where an of the toy proffu; are going.
Maybe we can use them as a return on
our investment by paying off the national
deficit
Price went on to say that the government allocations were "measly ftmds. n
anyway. OK. I guess S235 million in 1993
and $284 million in 1994 is nothing to
most people, but to me, it sounds like a
halfbillion dollars. Removal of funding
may shut down rural stations. So, in the
public interest. we could fund these stations directly, thereby eliminating the
CPB. So, once again I say, if half a billion
isn't a lot of money, supporters will have
no problem raising 1he paltry sum. I
think its about time Big Bird left the nest
and learned how to fly:

Unfunded mandates:
This is another hot topic with the
l04th Congress. For those of you who
don't know, unfunded mandates are regulations imposed upon the States by
Congress that have no financial backing.
The latest example is Attorney General
lanetReno, the Waco kid. recently sued
TIlinois. California and Pennsyivania for
not complying with federal reguJ.ations to
make voter registration available
through license branches. Reno argues
that we could make voting available to as
many as 70 million new voters through
motor/voter registration.
California stipulates that it will comply with this mandate ~ soon ~ the federal government comes up with the $35
million needed to install this program.
I stipulate that the whole idea is
ridiculous and a waste of money to begin
with. L personally, along with millions of
others, have never had a problem registering and then voting. Should we make
it even easier for people who have been
traditionally too lazy to register under the
normal system? What do you think the
chances are of these people being politically knowtedgeable to the extent that
they can make an infonned decision? It's
not probable.

Taxes:
This subject is alITel1tiy on President
BiD Clinton's agenda, as he is trylng to
become the paniarch ot the middle class. I
Rather. I think he should become the
;

friend of the American economy in generaL FlISt of a1l. we could eliminate the
capital gains t3X...Any tax that punishes
you fur making investments is ridiculous,
not to mention anti-productive. My parents are currently trying to sell our
home but are faced with a big g0vernment pay~.ff when the sale finally goes
through. Why should you pay for
improving your residence?
Furthermore, why should you pay for
investing in our economy, such as in
stocks and real es~?
The federal income tax is another
example of how our government keeps
you~m~yo~~The~~

your level of income, the higher the rate
of tax you Will be forced to pay. So, in

effect; we are sending the message that
it is not good ttl make more. If you work
harder, the goVeI J unent will just take.
more from you.
If we cut these two taxes. however.
we would bankrupt the .federal government Oike it already isn't). How do we
combat this problem? Bill Archer, RTexas, who will probably receive Dan
RDstenkowski's chainnanship of the
House W(rfS and Means Committee, has
brought up the idea of a broad-based
consumption tax. The tax would be
placed on imports but excluded from
exports in an effort to help American
business. Under this system. the rich
would still pay more because they would
buy more. But under this system. money
would be freed for investments that
Would spur the economy, produce jobs
and. yes. even make more money for our
federnl government
Senior Jon Kolanowski. a political

science major. wrnes "The write wing"
for the Daily News. His views do not
necessarily represent chose of the
newsp3per.
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The
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Week fuu:: Frrst off. I want to discuss
the "opinions" of 'The write wing." It is
only "The write wing," not the right wing.
I haven't, as of yet. declared myself as
ronservative. or as being a supporrer at
the Republican Party. Rather, I like to
take what rcall a common-sense
approach. Keeping that in mind. you
must realize that it is impossible to identifywith either party.

Being a student. I am not afforded
such I1JX1.lrie5 as a research budget or a
salary, or tens ofhourn per week to track
down hot topics. So, as you can see, "The
write wing" is opinion. rather than
~" as some have suggested
Arriving at my opinions is not a compliOIled process. I look for a controversial
topic, read some background material
(OPAC, ERIC or NABS will do) and then
I proceed to the editorial section of several newspapers. I read aD opinions conservative acd liberal alike. These "viewpoints" come from congressm~ other
columnists and readers, such as yourself.
Once have seen sides of the issue.
the cohmm is then written. My views are
presented to stimulate discoW"5e on the
subject. not to "blast the campus."
I have r:aken heat recently for being a
"conservative liar." So, lets rehash the
points I have made during the first
month.

r

an

joycetf'1 8den and masturbation
I never quoted Joycelyn Elders as
saying: She wants to teach children "how

ron masturbate. as some seem ro think.
Also, I was completely aware of the statistics. I left them out because they didn't
apply to my argument The pomt I was
making was that Elders wants this act
advocared as being '"normal"
Ouistianity, as well as some other
religions, regard it as a sin It is also a.fact
that a majority of teens engage in premarital sex.. Do we send the message to
students that this action is "'normal" as
weD? Certainly not I wouldn't want the

school ~ to advocate that these
actions were wrong either: Why?
Because. in either instance. our educational institutions would be teaching

morals. I also don't approve of school
prayer. A moment of silence for reflection? Sure. The argument for labeling me
as a member of the '"radical right wing"
just went out the window.

Abortion
I was misquoted as saying:
"Babies, small hulnans, are consequences and should be accepted like a
punislmumt."
Babies represent the gift of life. They
should never be viewed as a punishrrient. a word I never used. Pregnancy is
the consequence. Enough said.
Legalization of drugs
I also never mentioned the word marijuana, yet it kept showing up in one of
the letters to the editors like a bad
dream. rm sure our local chapter of the
Hemp Coalition was happy to see that
However, fm sorry I used the broader
term. "drugs." I find it hard to believe
that the ideological position (liberalism)
that ~ the weJ!are state could even
conceive this idea as worth any consideration. How can you be concerned with
someone's welfare, and at the same time
allow them to tike drugs? This, oddly
enough, would remove them further
from the society that is so interested .in
their weJl..being. Strange bedfellows,
don't you think?
Also, what is everyone's fixation with
throwing alcohol into this-argument?
Alcohol ~ create many problems. So
why on earth would we want to add to
this dilemma by legalizing drugs? Weird
logic.
Big Bird and Barney revisited
Last week. I advocated the removal
of funrfulg for the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting. For those of you who
don't mow, the name il5e1f is a total illusion. It is nor public at It is a private
companyi What does this mean for an of

butions totaled 83.4 percent However,
since the CPS is a "private" company,
showing us their budget isn't a requirement So much for the accountability ot
our govenuner:u: spending.
I called PBS (the CPB's offspring) ro
find out just where this money is going. I ,
was partirularly interested in the profits
of the Barney series. After several phone i
calls, I was referred to The Lyons Group.
This "private" company exists only to
produce "Barner'and Friends." Susan
Furman. the media relations manager,
took my call I told her I was interested in
finding out about how much the actor
that plays the part of Barney makes, and
also the amount of profits they receive
from commercial sales. She couldn't teB
me. It's a '"private" company. However, I
could talk to the vice president for communications in afew d.ays.l won't hold
my breath on getting answers.
Fact The Lyons Group will receive
~ much as $50 million'in licensing fees
this year. PBS (the CPS offspring)
receives nothing.
Fact PBS and the CPB put up S2.25
million to start the Barney series, roughly half the cost They still continue to pnr
vide nearly half the production costs.
BameYs retD1 sales bring iJI around
$500 million a year. What does this work
out to? It's a .4 percent advertising cost
for the very profitable Lyons Group, and
a very expensive entitlement for the federal government rsmell- pork!
Not all public programming is bad.
but this example proves that there are
abuses in the system. We need to either
get rid of CPB funding or else require
the CPB to become a true "public corporation. "Think about it Are we suppOrting truly "educatioIHl'rinded" individuals,
or is greed involved? There's more to
come on this.

an.

us?
The federal government gave the
CPB S284 million last year. The CPB's
totll rrrported budget was S340.6 million
ofwhich the federa! government's contri-

Senior Jon Koiano"Wski, a political

science major. writes ''The write wing"
for the Daily News. His views do not
necessarily represent those of the
newspaper.
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Clinton~s

jon
Kolanowski

The
write wing

done OK, considering

Week FIVe. What has been going on
in the federal government this week?
President BiD. Clinton has distnbuted his
budget proposal for the fiscal year 1996,
and it's a whopper.
_ and in the '"left corner" weighing in
at 1.6 trillion dollars. with a gain of 196. 7
billion _ Bill's budget. (The "right corner" will be announced in April).
Deficit spending:
Clinton has been on a trend of reducing tile public deficit over the past few
years, but next year his budget proposals
may take a turn for the worse. And he
~doing so good. Next year, disbursements on the federal deficitwill total
$257 billion or approxDna.tely, 16 percent
of the proposed budget. At this rate, I
don't think the president will. "halve the
deficit," like he promised by the end of
1996. Clinton blames next year's
increase on a toe cut for the middle class.
I see us as paying for it now in tIxes or
la.I:Er in federal deficit interest outlays. ,
Sodaj

wetfare

, Our social welfare system will continue to grow under 1he presidents
arnmgement Next year, our "weJmre
state" wiD consume 58 percent of the
available budget Flfty~t percent!
What I mean by "available" is the money
left over after pa:ying interest on the public debt My motive for not including
these funds is beuruse they were already
coIIlIIlitred before the budget was drawn
up. This 58 percent chunk isn't going
toward conege student loans, public
schools or the cational defense. It goes
to Helllth and Hwnan Ser.ices, lowincome housing, food stamps and supplemental programs for women, children
and infants. I never realized how poverty:.
stricken we were.
Recently, temmists challenged
Clinton and members of congress to live
on welfure for a week. I challenge a lot of
these recipients to go out and get jobs. It

is possible to be single, have children
and work a job. Each year, thousands of
college students work full time to pay for
their schoofing and still find time to
make it to class. Amazing? No, it's caned
hard work Our nation was Iounded on
tire work ethic. yet it seems that this principle is being thrown by the wayside in
favor of policies that appeal to mediocrity.
fm not implying that everyone on welfare programs is lazy. Rather~ l1hink it is
time that we draw the line between those
who are 1ru.Iy unable to work and those
who are simply unwilling to work

Powermarketing administration:
Here, I find something that rlike.
Clinton is currently looking into privaJ:iz. .
Lng the federal dam sYstem of the South
and the West. This proposal would
~.ty affect constituencies in 34
states (Indiana not being one of them),
and manage to save the federal government $2.9 billion by the year 2(XX).
Various groups vehemently oppose the
measure and are using the phrase,
"increased utility rntes" as theirwar cry.
Gee. much as [ would like to continue
sub&dizingyour low utility bilI. I don't
think so. If privatizing federal dams ~
es utility biDs to skyrocket, rm sure the
free .m.arlcet will. come to that reaJimtion
and produce 1ower-rost a.l.ternatives.
The line-item veto:
FmaDy, the savior to the American
pocketbook has descended. from the
heavens to seemingly free us from the

clutx:hes of the ever-sinister "Pork.
Barrel." On Monday, the motion passed
the House by a vote of 291-134. Seventyone democrats joined ?23 republicans in
affirmation of the bill.. It does have a
short-mrning, though. The line-item veto
will not apply to Medicare and Social
SeaIrityprograms. Too bad. This is the
gove:mmen(s futtest area and really
could stand to take some cuts. 'This pr0posal is not out of the woods yet, either.

•••

The word is still out on the Senate.
'Who leads the opposition? Why, none
other than the king of pork himseK, Sen.
Robert .Byrd ofWest Virginia. Byrd, the
former Appropriations Committee chairman was notorious for "slipping language" into appropriations bills that
secured entitlements for his home state. '
This pork enabled him to obtain his sev- I
enth term in office last year and also
grcmted him tbe prestige of adding to
our federal deficit A line-item veto would
effectively neutralize such maneuVers in
the future.
Another obstacle to the passage of
the biD is growing opposition within the

GOp. Adversaries are not sure whether
they want to give Ointon this power.
This is a really good example of
hypocrisy within our government If the'
Republican party was willing to give it 1D
Bush, 1hey should be willing to give it to
Clinton. Fmally, others argue that this
would be an excessive shift: in the balance of power to the president. I contend
that it is a sbjft in power back to the executive Immch. The 1egis1atIJre has been
progressively robbing the presidency of
power during the last 20 or 30 years, and
the veto power will do more good in
reducing the public debt than any other :
single factor.
'
0veraII. think Cllnton is doing the
best that he can considering the ciroJm..
stances. You cannot make cuts in Social
Sea.uity and other reIated programs and
expect to remain popuJarwitb the
American public. However, the line-item
veto may be able to assist him in trimming any unnecessary "fut" off of other
areas and thereby continue his policy of
reducing the deficit

r

Senior Jon Ko/anowski. a political science major. writes "The write wing" for
the Daily News. His views do not netes-
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Foster may be best-case scenario
Week six. Llst week we discussed
Bill Clinton's budget proposal for 1996.
and this time around we wiD stD"t off by
anaIyzirig his latestmaneuver: the
appointment of a new surgeon geoernl to
su.bstitute the ousted Joycelyn Eld~

fiElders-Ute" or

Jon
Kolanowski

The
write wing

''Sugar<oated Elders'"
The preceding are a couple of labels
put upon Dr.

Henry Foster; a 38-year
obstetrician and gynecologist. and
Clin1Dn's next pick for surgeon general.
Foster is recognized by critics as primarily holding
same basic views as
Elders, butin contrast to her, he was supposed to be more easily reccived by the
public.
.
Foster presently serves on the
Tennessee board ofFtmned Parenthood
and became nationally recognized for his
'1 have a future" program he first initiated in Nashville. It attempts to persuade
teens to put off sexual relations and
childbearing. 'These credentials, combined with a SlIccessfu1 ~year career,
appear to be the qualifications of a doctor
that is worthy of consideration for
appointment to this office.
Prob~ Foster's problems stn1ed
when it was discovered that. as an o~
triciao. be has perfonned abortions.
When questioned, Foster replied.. at first,
that the numberwas '"fewer than a
dozen." He further stared that these
abortions were mostly perfol1l1ed in
cases of rape, incest arid danger to the
mother's life. Of course, "danger to the
mother's life" can be broadly interpreted.
Even so, the act of abortion was not illegal
The National Right to life committee
then produced a brief that quoted Foster
when he testified as a member of the
Ethics Advisory Board of the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare in 1978. Testimony showed that
he had performed "700 amniocentesis
genetic tests and therapeutic abortions."
Foster denies this. The Clinton administration agrees and is going to stick by
Foster: Vice presidentAl Gore says:-We

me

American

Americans. So what do the Senale
are not going to let the extremists defeat
Republicans, who want to avoid a fight
thisman."
Foster's "1 have a future" progrnm did on this issue (one theywould probably
lose, if they agree with their supporters)
~ teen responsibility by puttiDg
do? Do they agree with their supporters
off sexual relations, but also contradicted
and alienate a majority of the public. or
itself by handing out condoms. (Not
quite as amusing as Elders' condom
do they do the opposite and lose their
most ardent backers? They can't win. We
tree) Critics also have jumped on this.
are dangerously close to polarizing the
point, but I feel it is a minor inconsistenAmerican public on a single issue.
cy at best. Foster's program also stresses
avoiding teen pregnancy. So the mes"\Vbat about Clinton in the win-win
sage is: Don't have sex. but if you do, be
situation? If the Senate turns down the
responsfule. Of cour3e, everyone isn't
nomination, the Republicans will have
going to ~ With this view; but it's the
gone against public opinion, which will.
no doubt. help the Democrats in the
most practical
Just this past week, it became appar1996 elections. (A loss in the short run
ent that Foster really wasn't telling the
for Clinton. but a victory in the long run.)
truth. He has now admitted to perf0rmIf Foster is nominated., Clinton will have
ing 39 abortions over-the 38-year span. It
made the Republican party back down.
also has been revealed that Foster perthus securing for himself a political vidDry. which he desperately needs.
funned several sterilizations of severely
The real and only questions should
retarded women in the 19705. Although
this practice is now looked down upon. at be whether Foster is qualified and if he
the time. he was not alone in performing can be truthful We outy need to mow if
he was instructed to answer in the way
this procedw-e. Once ~ everything
was legal
he did by the White House. Foster is
Who are the
in this sitllation?
obviously qualified as a doctor. This
Some argue that ClintDn is now
should not be made to be an a1K>ut brawl
over abortion rights. 1 as a pro-life adv0"atmched at th~ hips" with Foster, and
cannot afford another political defeat I
cate, find abortion wrong. But ralso see
the appointment of Foster as a best-<:ase
tend to believe he is in a win-win situascenario. No matter who Ointon choos- :
tion. which I'D get to in a minute. Foster.
es, they will, at any rate, support abortion I
defullrely, is a potentia1loser. Has h6 really misled the public in stlting how many
rights. Will an attorney general who
abortions he has performed, orwas he
hasn't performed abortions make the sitinstructed to answer that Wfrj by White· . uation any different? The act of abortion
House stDf desiring to cover up its n:tiswill stz1l be legal. Foster's program pushes for responSIbility by teens, which if foltake of not being infonned?
Furthermore, I view the Republican
lowed. cm.l1d reduce the amount of abor~
party as an ultimate loser, whether
tions.
Foster is approved by the Senate or not
Furthermore. the position of attorney
The Christian right. arguably, played an
general is only advisory. Should we realinstrumental part in the 1994 November
ly be wasting time on debating this iSsue
GDP victories. and now they are calling
when more important issues are at
in their furors. Not only do they want the
hand?
Foster Domination turned down., but
Ralph Reed. the executive director for
the Christian Coalition. said they will not
Senior Jon Kalanowski. a political
support the 1996 Republican ticket,
science major. writes "The write wing"
fOf" the Daily News. His views do not
unless both candidates oppose abortion
necessarily represent those of the
rights. Public opinion polls show abornewspaper.
tion rights as approved by most

losers
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Week seven. Last week we discussed
the impending appointment of Dr. Henry
FoSterto the office of surgron generaL
He ~ faded from the limelight ternporan1y. So this week I'll move on to the
104th Congress, namelytbe House of
Representatives The House Republican
Party is currently midway through its
1(X).day "Contract with America/' and
has passed an unprecedented 16 separate pieces of legislation in only about
seven weeks. Will the "contract" become
a reality? Most experts predict appraxima1E:iy 50 percent of the goals will come
to fruition.
The House has already passed its
own version of the balanced budget
amendment However. speed really
wasn't needed on this one. It usually
takes seven ye3r.) for an amendment to
become a part of our Constitution. The
House has already passed its line-item
veto bil;l, which willlikeiy have a rough
go.a1:-it in the Senate. The House also
replaced President Bill Clinton's crime
~on and ponce hiring programs
by sending $10 billion in block grants to
county and state governments. Who better tD decide upon proper aime pregeIltion than the loc3fities that actually deal
with it? The federal gQvernment still has
its FBI, but leave the police to state control. I Can hear Bob Dole bellowing fuintly in the distmce: '1'enth Amendment!
Tenth Ameru:iIDent!..
What's coming up on the agenda? L
personally, am amused by this next one.
The House is looking into reforming the
legal system by placing limits on punitive
damages. Now, when you spill '1lot" coffee on yourself at McDonald's, you may
only be entitled to $5O,(XX). (Coffee
burns equal new Mercedes.) Why can't
we aD be this lucky?
Moving onward. we arrive at wel13re
reform. rm betting the farm that this

House action will be included with the 50
pen:ent of bills that dim'l become law.
The GOP wants to replace many existing

programs. such as Aid to Families with
Dependent Children. with large block
grants tD the states.1bis money can be
divided Up as "the states see fit
Opponents say this reform will come
about at the cost 'of our nation's needy
child:reD. Do they honestly believe that
states are going to let their people
starve? The states' individual programs
will be tailored to fit their own needs,
rather than national standards.
One section of the welfare refonn
calls for removing aid from unwed teenage mothers. Some Catholic groups are
arguing that tttis move will promote the
use of abortion. Once again. Republicans
are in a catch-22 situation. Do they further then- agenda or alienate their reli~oos~~~H~~tt&ill~

to be stressed that parents need to be
respoIlSlble for their cln1c1ren, not the
government. Abortion prevents this
action from mking place by giving both
fathers and mothers away out of this
l.U1Weloome "expense." The respect for
human life would be brought to a new
low. Imagine a young, unwed coopie
making this decision:
"We would have the child, but
because of the cost we won't"
Indiana's plan forwelfare reform is a
step in the right dfrection. Hopefully,
other states will follow its lead. AFDC
recipients will soon have to sign an
agreement asserting mat they will accept
"any reasonable job offer" as a condition
of receiving assistance. However, once
again. we are faced with ambiguous policy-making. Just what is a "reasonable job
ofkr?" I can see loopholes already.
Speaking of Indiana. stlte legislators
are proposing a bill that would tack 20
years onto a criminaJ ;,CJltence when a

gun is used in the corrunission of a vi<r
lent crime against a person. Here, we are
presented with another proposal that
was created wi1h perfectly good intentions, but for all practical purposes will be !
worthless in achieving its goals.
i
Objective: We can deter criminals
I
from using firearms by doling out
greater sentences for certain crimes. fa
this way, we can Jower the amount of

serious injuries and deaths resulting

from these offenses.
Problem: This bill assumes that criminals know beforehand that they are
going to be caught and that they will
weigh poSSIble sentences when ch0osing a weapon. If an offender has prior
knowledge that he is going to be convicted for committicg a crime, chances are he probably won't carry out his plans.
Violent offerises are still violent no matter what the weapon It doesn't matter
whether it is done wtth a knife or a gun.
Imagine a murder victim conversing
with the assailant
'"Please don't shoot me. How about
stabbing me with that lmife? You'll save
yourself 20 years in the slammer."
FmaJly, more support for the legalization of marijuana has surt3ced.
Democratic Congressman Barney
Frank says that citizens should notfare
prosecution for smoking it Frank says: .
"Adults should be allowed to beat
themselves up a bit"
Stop the presses. Frank appear3 to be
proposing a constitutional amendment.
The legislative branch will no longer be
required to provide for the general welfare of the American people. GQ ahead
and "beat:yoUI"Selves up a bit"
Senior Jon Kolanowskj, a. polltic.a.l science major, writes "The write wing" for
the Daily News. His views do not necessarily represent those of the newspaper:
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Pro-Iunchers taking aim at soft spots
Week eight Lets begin by returning
to the OOPs supposed plan to "Abolish

Jon
Kolanowski
The
write wing

School Lunches." FIrSt off. the program.
WIe, isn't just aschoollunches." It is
designed to serve women. infants and
children. I'D continue to refer to it as
such, however, because it's a catchy
phrase everyone can identify With. White
House Ouef of Staff, Leon Panetta, was
cited by reporters as ofsaying:
1t would reaDy take food out of the
mouths of millions of needy school children, toddlers, infants and mothers."
Democrats in Congress went even
further by charging that the proposed
cancellation of this program would UteralIy starve hundreds of thousands of ~
dren. Call out the National Guard. People
are going to be dying of hunger in our

Democratic opinjon, we will not be allowing children to starve. If you mention the
words "children" and "infants" you are
sure to hit a soft spot in the public's
heart This is evidenced by a current

USA Today/CNN/GaDup Poll. Sixty-nine
percent of people interviewed are
staWlch supporters ofleaving the
"school hmch" program alone.
The Daily News joined suit on this cfur
cussion.1ast week in an editorial:
'To pass this legislation would be
totally ludicrous."
This is not surprising, though. The
Democratic party has once again successfuJly confused the electorate by
manipulating the press and avoiding
what some believe to be the true issue.
The controversy in Congress shouJdn't
streets!
be over children. It's all ~. Big govPresident Bill Clinton added:
ernment power vs. state rights. The
''Here's a program that isn't broke,
same state govenunent officials that
would be in charge of implementing this
that's done a world ot good for millions
program also hiWe to face ejections. If
and millions of children of aD races ~d
backgrounds all across our country, and
children in Indiana were dying of starvation, would we continue to vote our guyI think it wouki be a terrible mistake to
put an end to it, to gut it, to undennine
, ern or in? No, of course not To say that
it"
children will starve is what is ludicrous.
The program isn't broke? Excuse me
What about the money? States wiD
.,. the whole government isn't in financial still receive huge amounts of money for
this program. just not as much as under
dire straits? AD of this talk of a balanced
budget amendment and deficit spending .the current federal plan Less money?
must have been a nightmare. How do we Uh oh. Tune to raise taxes, or children
establish if the "school lunch" plan is in
will be dying in the sb'eets. Democrats
trouble? give you a hint (It's a trick
have argued that this will be placing an
question). You can't We can if programs
undue burden on the state officials.
Interesting. The majority of governors,
such as Social Sect.uity are broke or not
It has its own tax. However, I don't get a
who Had strong feelings on the issue,
paycheck stub that says:
approved of this proposal. Of governo~
''CongratuJations, Mr. Kolanowskil You
~ 19 are ardent backers of the
have just paid $5.67 in taxes for school
motiOTL Ten are ~Iy opposed, all of
lunches." In this sibJation, it is all federal
which are DemOCrats. Zell Miller,
money. Merely saying a program is
Georgia's governor, a Democrat oddly
"broke" is a matter of interpretation.
enough, let his feelings on this subject be
known:
'
Furthermore. contrary to .

rn

"G~ us the money. We can use it
more effectively and efficiently than any .
federal bureaucrat"
Somebody please snap crart of Zell
out ot it He isn't playing partisan politics.
Miller is ignoring his party and thinking
for himself. Amamlg. The point he made
is tantamount to the issue. "Efficiently."
That is why the extra money won't be
needed The states will be implementing
their own programs, which wiD equal
less federal red tape and less administrative cost Furthermore, the states will be
able to keep a closer eye on the distribution of funds, and kick out anyone abusing the program. something the feds in
Washington seem to have diffirulty with.
It aD amoWlts to saving money, nat starving schoolch.i1dren. The American public
needs to read between the lines on Uris
issue, rather than falling for the '"dilld.ren
and infants" ploy.
FInally, I want to comment on this
"state rights" issue that everyone is so
worked up over. This concern was
strong with many of the framers of our
constitution. Thomas Jefferron was just
one such representative of this viewpoint If "state rights'" ~'t important. :
we would have never needed the 14th
Amendment to incorporate the bill of
Rights. The rights that Were reserved to
the states Were meant to stay that way
unless our Constitution was amended
(something the states are needed for)
not whenever Congress felt the urge to
give itself more power.
t

Senior Jon Kolanowsid, a political
science major, writes "The write wing"
(or the Daily NeM. His views do not

nece3sarily represent those of the
newspaper.
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Week nine. This week I want to discuss what I feel is often forgotten in the
abortion debate. What are the man's
rightS concerning this issue?
!fyou wondered _ Urights?" you are
pretty dose.
.F~ though. I must clear up a misconception by one.of our ~ A
sophomore is troubled by a migraine and
I must help her out The term "consequence'" is not synonymous with "punishInen4" nor is it even closely related in
meaning. I explained my viewpoint in an
earlier column, when another underclassman suffered from the sanle delusion, but it didn't seem to suffice.
Webster defines "consequence'" as:
"Something produced by a cause or
necessarilyfofiowing from a set of conditions."

Hence, pregnancy is usomething necessarily fonowing" from sexual intercourse. It dces not matter whether birth
control is 100 percent effective in deterring pregnancy. Having sex requires
responsibility. Almost everyone will
agree with that This responsibility also
includes being prepared for tile possible
outro~ namely procreation. The point
is: If you don't think you can handle having children. maybe you shouldn't be
having sec. 1 agree that children should
be carefuDy planned for. However. every
unwanted fetus shouldn't be wiped out of
existence merely because the parents
are unprepared. What kind ofvalue are
we putting on.human life?
Then of course. we run into the qu~
tien of whether a fetus is actua.Ily a
hwnan life. or actually when it becomes
one. How can we definit.cly be sure when
a fetus is human? We can't Pro-choice
advocates contend that the abortion .
choice is a woman's alone because it
deals with a woman's decision to control
her own body. Then those "nasty, violent" pio.llie advocates come along and
want to deny her that option. I don't
believe that is the point I don't want to
control any woman's choice over how

she treats her body. However, L as well
he wanted it or not
as other pro-lifen;, contend that abortion
However, a popular pt"(Xhoice arguis legalized murder. Accept3nCe of this
ment is that forcing a woman to carry an
premise wouid allow our government to
unwanted pregnancy to term would ere.
intervene. Is it a question of legality or
ate unwanted obligations. She would lose
personal rights?
chances for education. restrict her
I admit. however, that it is likely that
finances, etc. Aren't those the same
there will never be an agreement
obligations that would arise for a man if
However, I find It extremely amusing
he became a father? He would lose
chances for education and have his
that this whole abortion controversy
gives her a migraine. yet she cannot
finances restricted as well. The man
resist contnbuting her own beliefs to this must work to pay for his child and forgo
argument Everyone'h3s an opinion.
other ambitions.
I now tum my focus toward the man
Why don't we make the issue simple
In our new enlightened era of political
then? If the man and the woman both
corredness, it would be unfit for a male,
W3IJt to have the child. fine. If both desire
especially a white one, to express his
on an abortion, they can split the cost If
opinions about what rights he feels he is
the woman demands an abortion and the
man doesn't, that's fine, too. She can pay
entitled to. He must be silent and feel
..dirty" and made to repent for the injusfor it her.3elf. The man is inost definitely
. going to be u~ but it is the woman's
tices perpetrated by his ancestDr.i. WIth
tillS revelation, 1now run the risk of
bodi
What if the man wants the abortion
being labeled a se:<ist Oh weD. I will
speak as objectively as possible, and if
and the woman doesn't? He should be
obligated fur the price of an abortion. and
1hat makes me a member of the "radical
rightwing." sO be it
nothing more.rrbe woman is most d~
niteIy going to be ~ butit is the
It is interesting tD note how the man
man's body. After
if it can be '"he('
never seeIM to find his way into this
debate. The pro-choice advocates like to
lUlW3Jlted pregnancy. why can't it be
portray an of AmeriCa's un-wed fathers as
"his,'" also? Welcome to the '9Os. ~ ,
uncaring dead-beat dads who won't conchoice for eY'eI"YOO~ Sorry, as easy as it
seems, things could never be this simple.:
tribute a dime to raising the chilcL
However, that just isn't true.
The woman is not the only one that
has to deal with pregnancy. Sure. her
i
Especially since the Clinton administIation is currentty pursuing a lot of these
feeJing! toward the isSue are going to be
'"lOsers." rm an for it These scx:aDed
different because she carries the fetus.
men cm1y further the feminists' abilities
However. we need to remember that
tD stereotype all other males.
abortion and pregnancy are issues that
If a woman decideS to have an aboraffect more than just the female gender.
tion. the man cannot stop her: If the
This issue goes wen beyond just the
woman wants 1D have the baby, the man
woman's body.
cannot stop her. Here is where it gets
interesting. The .man will be finandally
obligated by law to pay child support It
does not matter whether he ~ or not
(When he is caugh~ our courts will force
Senior Jon Kolanowski. a poHticaJ
science major, writes "The wrfte wing"
him to pay.) Our government has placed
for the Daily News. His views do noe
a restriction on the man's body. It is
necessarily represent those of the
telling him what to do with his body. He
newspaper.
must work to pay for the c:hild. whether
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Week 10. (Not 11. Not too many of us
wrote columns over Spring Break.) Or,
should it be !Jay fJ7? How about hour
1608? Maybe next week, in my efforts to
be "aoaJIy retentive." rn designate my
"measurements of time" as minutes.
Who reaDy cares? Let's get to the good
stuff. Ust week I discussed the men's
rights as they pertain to the abortion
issue. This week. rn start off the di~
course with our very own gift to journalism and columnist extraordinaire's critique of his fellow colleagues in_ "MetaColumn II ~ Return to Professionalism."
The truth is that the only "struggle" on
Tuesday is trying to stay awake long
enough to make it through yet another
umetKolurnn," Maybe I should foUow
this exciting new trend and write my own "metKolurnn." No, maybe I
shouldn't, because I would just be "copy~
ing someone. ..
Anyway, moving on. We need to Jearn
to be very careful on how we make our
assumpCions. Kolanowski is a colwnnist,
therefore he must write in a certain for~
mat in order for his colwnn to reader~
worthy. I was not aware oftbat
Obviocsly one of us feels that WJ:f, howe'reI". My question is: If it is popular, why
change it] The write wing is set up so
that people are allowed to criticize what
they disagree with in their letters to the
editnr. The articles are written to open up
discussion between myself and my '"loyal
readen;," not to bore you into submission. [guess that must be the difference
between a "token conservative writer'
and a '1eft of Patricia Ireland wacko."
Keeping that in mind, I would like to
corrunent on the little feud between a student and Professor BJ. Paschal Hrst off,

you as students are not paying for our
views. They come to you free of charge.
Columnists do not receive a weekly paycheck. TherefOre. the Daily News does
not have a say in our choice of subject
matter: Look at the bOttom of this co~
umn.
"His views do not necessarily represent those of this paper."
They do not ask us tn identify ourselves as Ieft~ or right~wingers before giving us this responm"bility. That is one of
the little perks that goes along with being
a writer. We are not boWld by party identifications (unless we choose to do so,
which I have not). You can be conservative on one issue
liberal on the next,
as long as you have a rationale for doing
so. Example: rdon't believe in abortion.
,However, I also don't believe in standardized school prayer, which I believe tn be
a violation of the FxrstAmendment No
"token conservatism" here. I just don't fit
the mold. We ten it like we see it This is
where, I believe, the student became
confused.
And as far as Paochal, he does have a
right to be heard. lohn Stuart MiD, a man
renowned for his works on b~c freedoms, would have put it like this:
"We have no more right to silence
Paschal, than Paschal would to silence
everyone eIse."
LettmJ should not be chosen, acc0rding to some "blacklisting system," for
their libernl/conservative content, or for
the frequency in which a person writes
letter.:; to the editor. Letters should be
chosen, acCording to public interest, then
other standards, which are up to the discretion of the editor. The worm debateni _
are often such as these. They are so

and

dose-minded, that they don't even want :
to hear what their opponents have to say. i
However, to be tndy prepared when stat- :
ing your CASe during an argtUnent, you ;
must first be aware of your adversary's
mmdret
If what Paschal has to say is so far out !
in left field that it borders on the outrageous. the "conservative bene' readers or :
The Indianapolis SfarwiIl have no trouble discrediting his views. However, if he
does have good points. accept them
Progress comes through discussion, not
alienation. We need to stop confining
ourselves to just one point of view. Get
the opinions out in the open.
We see a similar problem with the
likes of such groups as the Ku Klux K1an. ;
Everyone is so ooncerned with keeping i
them quiet Why? By shutting them up,
you only make them martyrs to their
cause. As offensive as they may seem,
they still have their right to freedom of
speeciL Let them speak their peace, and
then see for yourself how truly ridiculous
they are.
Exercise your own right tn freedom i
of speech. Write a teUer to the editor con- i
ceming your feelings about the abortion !
issue. Flood The Indianapolis Starwith :
letters reeking of hDeralism. The reason
why wrib!r3 such as Paschal are often
printed is because they have chosen-to
participate. Don't complain unless you are willing to become involved yoursel.(
So much for Week 10.
!:

1

Senior Jon Kolanowskl. a polidcal sdence malor; writes "The write w1ng" for
the Daily News. HIs views do not neces~
sarlly represent those of the ney(Spaper.

More thought

should be put:
into statistics
Week 11. Last week. we all got a copy ot
"D. The National CoO"!ge Magazine." with our
Daily News. Browsing
through the articles. I came
upon their monthly survey
QUestion. U. is interested in
finding out your view on the
abortion issue. 1loved the
way they worded the question, because it points out a
mistake that survey-makers
are often guilty at
"Do you consider yourJon
self Procllo!ce or Anti-abor- Kolanowski
tionr
The
.Already. the survey has
write wing .•
proven itself to be biased.
and the survey giver has shown preference to
one side of the issue, whether intended or Dot.
The term "Anti-" is used to illicit a negative
, '1
response and needs to be avoided when wording survey questions. Suppose the wording of ' . '~
the question was:
~ J,
"Do you consider yourself: Pro-life or Anti- ....
life?"
The end resuJt1Those in the middle can hi:
swayed one way or the other all according to ,: ,
how the question is phrased. So, next month, ,; V
when the survey reports th~t an W1usualiy largh
percentage of the college population supports
abortion. don't be SW1Jrised. Also, you shouldn't
be any more sur¢sed when the pro-ciloice .
movement gets Congress on the line and tells~:
them that "Generation X' is' overwhelmingly .:
supportive ot their cause. That is the danger , with quoting statistics as fact It all relates to hqw
they are accumuJated. and whether you used ,:,
enough of the correct factors in making your ,
determination. X rarely, alone, causes Y.
We can find a recent example at such statistical manipulation here on campus. nus week is :
Women's Week. and our campus was graced by!
the presence of feminist activist Robin Morgan. i
I didn't actually have the pleasure of listening to J
her speak (I was in class), but 1 owe thanks to l
our Daily News for keeping me up to par on thej
rutting edge offeminism.
.i
"The assault on women has been made by l
thls Congress and even by this administration ::
!hat has been forced to move right at the ~ :
of lightning," she said.
I'll give an example of Morgan's ''verbal
karclte" that is offered to combat the "misbeliefs" the right is spreading about the welfare "
Q '

'oJ.

system.

"From 1969 to 199'2. the average family size.
fell from 4.0 to 2.9." Therefore, we can assume '
thaI women are not having more babies to get
more welfare.

FU"St ot all me birth rate has continued to
drop since the '60s for reasons oilier than wel-

fare mothers not wanting to get more money
from our government Family size has also
dropped because they are often missing a vita!
member. the tuher. How can these even be
called ~ statistics? If we had more '1amilies," (two parents required) weJtrre would not
be as grelt1y needed.
What statistic should apply? How about that ~
welfare programs have growe as a percentage ,;
of the GNP since 1969. OJngres5 is not arrnck- ':
ing women on welfure, as Morgan suggests, but
the welfare system itseJf Women should not feel
picked on. The next step is tracking down the
f:ath~ who aren't paying child support thus
also rutting the need for we.Ifare.
. Morgan said people of color are "dispropor- .
tionately represented. The largest ethnic group
on welfare is white."
.
, Here. Morgan tries 'to draw support from
"peopl~ of color' by stating that the majority of
welfare recipients are white and not black as the
stereotype often goes. As if it really ~ but
the statistic required in this instance, would
state white welmre recipients as a percentoge of
the white population There are millions more
whites than blacks, so it would go to figure that
there would be more whites on welfare. Color
isn't of significance. just as the sex of the recipient isn't What is important is how Morgan
manipulates'these statistics to rouse support
fioom different groups for her issue: "Protect the :
welfare system" However, both sides of the we,l.:
fare debate engage in this tactic. Morgan just
happened to present us with an example that
any student can relate to.
Ifboth sides are going to try and distort the .
issue. how do we arrive at a dedsion? First, go
with the merits of such a proposal Do you even
support the idea of welfare? Who should be the :
~~es?~Methe~es?

. 'This is the specific reason I have reserva- :
~ns ~u~ the new motor-voter registration poJ-i
Jey. Voting 15 not equivalent to political participation. It is only part of it FIrst, you must become :
informed otherwise youll fall prey to someone'
using Morgan's type ofIogic.
Of course, you could always continue to
.
watch your MTV (an authority on politics) fea- ~
turing nightly visits from McBill and
.
T~ugger Gore, and then go "Rock the Vote.";
I still contend that an uninformed voter is won;e :
than one that stays at ho~e. Statistics have their:
place. However. our tmderlying beliefs'are often :
more potent than any "verbal karate."
I

I

Senior Jon Kolanowski. a political science
major. writes ~'The write wing." His views do no~
necessarily rep~ent mose of me newspaper. :
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Column #12: Unsafe offenders should stay in prison

Unsafe offenders should stay in prison
Week 12. Megan's law is being challenged again. This time. it is in its home
state. New]ersey. For tl10se ofyou that

are not in the know, Megan's law is New
JerseYs requirement that convicted sex
offenders, particularly those who have

Jon
Kolanowski
The
write wing

,

I

t

t

,
•
l

como:ritted crimes involving children, be
subject to public notice when they move
into an area Most states only, currently,
require notification oflocalIaw enforcement agencies. .
Megan's law is named after, and in
remembrance o( Megan Kanka, a 7year- old girl raped and killed last summer. What fired the public's discontent
was the tact that the man currently
charged with the crime. Jesse
TlIIlIIlendequas, was a two-time convicted sex offender, and that he'lived directly
across the street. The public never knew.
Libertarians argue that this law
amounts to a modem-day scarlet letter
for all to see. The individual will be
branded for life. Has he not paid his debt
to society? I agree, but only to a certain
€'Xt.ent I ~vou1d be the last person to
speak. up in defense of a child molester,
but some things need to be taken into
account
Child molesters, like other crimina1s,
are required to pay their debt to society
by serving time. True. Tmunendequas
SReIIt time in prison for his previous two
offenses. His debt to society being paid.
he was freed. Hwe draw the line here,
the libertarian argument is satisfied If
you don't believe the man has served
enough time, make him stay in jail
longer. Do not continue to punish him
•
his sentence has been completed
Identifying them only leaves them as
open targets for vigilantism.
However. the problem doesn't stop
there. We should be concentrating,
rather, on whitwe are doing to refonn
these people. They are often just thrown
in with the rest of the general prison POIr
Illation. (Ask]effrey Daiuner what happens in that situation. He was only in lim-

ble factors can serve to influence the hirired contlct with other inmates.)
ing decision. then?
Trealment for them is rate. Truth is.
Enter our federal government The
they often leave just as screwed up as
government takes the stance that it has
when they came in.
never advocated the use of quot2s in hirIfwe believe a previously convicted
ing. Title seven of the Civil Rights Act
sex offender is likely to commit one of
makes no mention ofhiring' require-,
these crimes again. why do we let him
meats to end cfiscrimination. However, ;
out? If doctOrs feel that an offender
any company that conlracts with the.fed. I
would not be able t:D control himself on
era! government must keep detEled and
the .outside, and then release rum just
accurate records of its affirmative action
beaWse his sentence has been served,
they are just as guilty as the perpetrator
program. The federal government is Olrrentfy engaged in more contrctcts than
himself jf he strikes again An essential
any other organization. If you want that
part of being a functional member of
federal dollar; you may just use quotas to
society is the requjrement that you live
keep the feds happy. A company coming
within its rules. If you c:an'~ then you
don't belong in that society.
close to expected guidelines will not
Many people might perceive this as a - receive unwanted scrutiny. That. in a nutdenW of the offender's rights. However,
shell. was my theory.
it is all a balancing act. We must weigh
That was just it It was only a theory
the rights of that individual with those of
until I could come up with a sibJ..ation that i
would solidify my assumptions. Afew
'
the society. Ifhe is never reformed. then
he never gets out If he is truly reformed.
weeks ago, 1was approached by a gentlethen: he poses little or no threat.
man who had read my column, and he
Notifying localautilorities, instead of the
told me tlJat he was willing to give me
just such an example. He was so worried
~ public,.would suffice. Snnply
about exposure that fm not allowed to
-labeling somec:ine is not the answef'.
even print his name, company, or what
Would you sit next to a keg of dynamite
they produce. What I em tell you is that
as long as you lmew what it was?
As you might remember, I started off they are one of the United Sttt.e's largest
manufacturers. He quoted this from a
this semester with one of my more coni"ecent meeting with management
~ topics: affinnative action. Since
tllis is likely to become a pivotal topic in
'We will be hiring summer conege
the l.996 elections, r want to make sure
student trainees in the office environ1hat the debate hasn't died in the first
ment The trainees will be female or
weekI began with the assumption that
minority mal.es. Don't even recommend
any white males."
many corporations go far beyond mere
He went on further to say that this
affirmative action. and that they may
was not just a local, but most likely a
even engage in quota behavior when it
comes to hiriDg employees. People have
national policy. There's your example.
Who said discrimination against white
questioned tlris theory Why would predominantly white-<>wned and run busimales doesn't exist?
nesses engage in such behavior?
The answer is hidden. A businessperson will go for employees who will be
,Senior Jon Kolanowski. a political
most beneficial to the company. (Some.
sdence major, writes "The write wing"
will Dot However, their discriminatory
for the Daily News. His views do not
necessarily represent those of the
practices will only go to the detriment of
newspaper.
their profit margins.) What other possi-
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Column #13: [Deleted] GOP making concessions on abortion issue

For those of you who as curious as to why there is not a column #13 printed here,
I blame the computer. Column #13 was accidentally deleted and I was unable to retrieve
it. A copy will become available when the entire semester is printed and bound sometime
within the next month.

Topic Discussed: The column elaborated upon the concessions that the GOP is
making in the way of funding for abortion. Congressman, who call themselves "pro-life",
still support abortion in the case of rape or incest. I argued, that as repulsive as these
acts may seem, that a life is still a life. The illegal act did not make the fetus any less
alive. That, in a nutshell, is government hypocrisy in the face of public sentiment.

It's your tum
to 'rock the

write wing'
Week 14. For those of you who ever wondered. why I number my weeks. it's because fm
g:rnduating~ and it's my wtrf of keeping track (I
don'tknow, maybe it's a Paul Harvey kind of
thing ._ Page 2.) This will.,
however, be my last regular
column. so it will be my
attempt at putting some

kind of closure on the m~
sage I've tried to get across.
rn try and hit a few of the
highlights.
Affirmative action~
Pastrncial discrimination is
Jon
not proper justification for
Kolanows ki
legalized discrimination in
the present Policies based
The
on color only promote one
write wing
thing: color. The individuals
who do discriminate. and often those who suffer
from that discrimination. aren't the ones being
affected. Do I think homosexuals should be
added to this ~s affirmative action
plan? No! I think the whole program should be
scrnpped Title vn of the Civil Rights Ad. of
1964? Unconstitutiooal1 Read the 14th
Amendment (EqwJJ (mJW:tUmO
Punishment: Everyone who is born has
an iDherent contract with society. As a member, .
you are entitled to certain liberties. Along with
those rights go certain responSIbilities. If you
fail to live up to standards society requires of
you. then forfeit those rights. What is our tlscination with the constitutional rights of violent
convicted criminals? After Z7 appeals, I think it is
safe to say that guilt has been established. Why
are liberaJs so ati'aid of._ "'an eye for an eye, a
tooth for a tooth?' I find the irony humorous,
however, when it is these same individuals who
don't want tort reform. Why? Because a woman,
who spills hot coffee in her lap, is entitled to sue
the capitalist swine. who are responSIble, for half
a million dollars. (Note: Under our legal system.
corporations are people, too. Wouldn't this be
cruel and unusual punishment protected by our
Eighth Amendment? Ha~
Abortion: Here we have a practice legalized by an amendment (the ninth), that a fifth.

grader could write. The intentions of this one
are anybody's guess. 1really enjoy paying over
one-fourth of my earnings to a government that

liKes to enact ambiguous legislation (clear as
mud), just so that it doesn't have to deal with an
issue. .Pass the buck and take yours at the same
time. What we have here are nine people making objectional legislation through judicial
review. Why? Because abortion and other constitutiDnaJizM issues would have never made it
through the amendment process.

Budget: If we didn't have the national budget deficit and subsequently didn't have ,to pay
the interest on this ungodly sum. Congress
would be able to approve all of President Bill
Clinton's budget In addition. there would be
enough left over to give every man. woman and '
child nearly a S400 tax return. Interestingly
enough. itwas a Democrat who put us in debt in I
the first place, Remember good 01' Franklin D.

Roosevelt and his lovely New Deal? So how do
we solve our budget crisis? We put another
Democrat in office. For crying out loudl
FmaIly, for your pleasure, the first Write
Wmg ()pinion Poll You can reply in one of two
ways: e-mail me. My address is:
"OOJl.KOI.ANOWS," Or, you can bring your
answers by the Daily NewS at West Quad Room
212. (Please sign your name to the survey.
Answers will be kept confidential. Reply only
once.) CIrcle one for each question.

Afflnnative action:
Dump it Leave it alone U/D
Death penaltr.

Fry'em Oub Fed UID
Abortion:
PrtHlfe Pro-choice U/D
Henry Foster
Give him the job Send him home U!D
Future of Barney (the purple dinosaur):
Extinct Jurassic Park U/D

Drug legaJization:
Give me a bit No way! U/D
Dr. JoceJyn EIden:
Wax on. wax off Glad she's gone UID
Bill CJtnton:
Moron "Big Mac" UID
AI Gore:
Good Guy Bad Guy Who tile hell is he?

Rush Umbaugh:
Agod
Just thinks he's GDd UID
Motor-voter law:
What a waste I've got a right to be lazy U!D '

Now grade this column. Did "the Write
W mg" challenge you to rethink your positions on
the issues affecting America, or was it an "utterly
worthless void" filled with conservatism?
·c-rhe write wing":
Excenent Good Average Below Average :
Failing

Remember. this is my last regular column.

However, don'tfotget to tune in next week.
when my honored guest will be BJ. PaschaL
We're going head to head, baby! Don't miss it!
Senior Jon Kolanowski. a political science
major. writes "The write wing" for the Daily
News. His views do not necessarily represent
tho!5e of the newspaper.
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Write wing, B.J. go head to hea(j
T enn limits::

B.J.

Jon
LO
..-

Kolanowski

The
write wing

[ view term limits for the U.s. House
and Senate as being unc:onstitutional
That is. it is an extra requirement for
office. I believe those who framed and
enacted the Constitution intended for the
voter5 ot congressional d.istricts and
stares to decide the,issue ofhow many
tenllS a con.gressman serves.
Still. if Congress had gotten WO~ as
the Republicans claimed prior to Nov. 8.
one has to ask:: is that bec:cwse voters
were free to choose c;mdidates who were
subjected to a few simple requirements
for office, and would making the requirements more restrictive make congress-

B·l·
Paschal
Professor of
psychology,
avid letter
writer

men beaer legislato~ and more viruJ..
ous?1be answe1'9 to both questions, r
think. are no.
Since the Repubfic:ans have a comfortable majority in the U.s.. House and
since they have had their way with the
Contraa regardless of what the miDority

Democr.its have done. how can Speaker
Newt Gingrich e::xpettthe public Tn
believe that the 227-204 defeat at term
limits is ~e:fault otDemocraIs"?

J.K.

«

x

:cc
CD

Q..
Q..

«

H~'s one proposal, thats popular
with the GOp, that I fuld mysejf at odds
with.. And. as long as we're on the su.bject, we can indude the 22nd
Amendment. (No ~n sbaIl be el.ected
to more than two terms as president. and
serve Dot more than two years of someone else's term. in addition to that limit)
The problem with proposals and laws,
such as these, is that they take subs1aotial power from the populace of the
United States to choose their representatives..
Two things need to be considered,
however. FlI'St of name recognition
plays a big iactcr in elec.1ions. We shy
awtrf from admitting that people oou1d be
so ignotant as to do the issues injustice,
that they would base their votes on a
name. But it happens. Tru1i1 is sttiInger'
than fiction. Akin to this is the prac1jce of
voting merely along }:W'tY-Unes (straigtnticket). WIth more and more congressmen m.king a moderate stance, or switI::fr
.ing parties overnight. betting on the
~ may not be rile wisest clloice
Secondly, there are special perks thaI a
congressman receives thaI make stayiog
power all the more possible. sudI as:
franking privileges and accruing C3Inpaign funds.
Congressman Mclmosh feels that
these prncrices cannot be regula1ed.: however. I tend to clisagree. If you extend
privi1eges, you can take them away.

an.

Republican Congress' first

days:
S.;.

100

Since I have already written twO long
pieces on rh.i.s topic and since I credit

Gingrich's new breed with winning the
public relations banie. I derided to write
this statement from the point ot view of
conservatives I respect and Dr scbolars
not UDSympaIbelic to the Republicans'
rethinking ot the federal government's
responsibilities.. How do they evahJate
the Cootr3ct?
Wrthout enacn:ne.nt of the Contr3C.1
With America. John Dilu.lio and Donald"
Kett1. who researched the aims of the
Contract in a De"17 study called '"Fme
Print... S3y America will enter the neJtt
century with a federal govemm.ent
spending several trillion dollars mmuaIly.
And if "every jot and tittle" of the
Contrnct is approved. America will still
enter the next century with several trulion dollars of feder.ll govemment
Conservative columnist and ABC
News commentator George Will
summed up the Contract tbusty: "But so
it goes with the 'revolution' which.
although it involves changes that are sulr
stmtial and largely admirable, will. even
if fully omsnmmated result in a brave
new world recogni22bly kin to the old
one."
Today Republicms in the House can
their <Anrraa agenda a "revolution." perhaps because although it isn't one, cilling
it one much like Eric: the Red named one
aibis di:scoYeries Greeniand because it
wasn't-;! green land that is generaleS
the energy ~fur even iess-tbanrevolutionary change in our federalism.
Sobeit!

expecting more efficiency from Stm!

governments.. The question is: Will we
get it] The iederal government sure

hasn't excelled in this area. so let's try
something new. The Democrat cry of
~S12TVing schoolchildren and intmts'"
amounts to a worthless attempt to play
on voters' sensibilities.
Unfunded Mandotes: Gone. Enough
said.
"

Indiana1s l8-hour waiting period
for abortion:

B.J..
Let us not be coy: the c:r:mservative. i
the past and today, has piaced. ~
roadblocks in the pa1h of expansive intf:
pret:ttions of the meaning of abortion.
The l.8-hourwaiting period is just anotb
er- UIJJJeCeSS3r'Y hoop fur a woman to
jump t:b.rougil.
Gov. Evan Bayh rightfully ~ tbf
lShour wailing period. But he did it
because the bill djd not exdude rape all!
incest.
It's an unwri1:1m rule today in the
Republic.an<ontroiled Genenl Assemh1
that only conservative men have the
right to interpret the fives of Hoosier
women regan£.ng abortion. and I dodt
see why a moderare or liberal woman
can't do the same. I find this totalitarian,
boring. flat. ODe-DOte: it's only a glmmid
to help Republicms gU elected.

J.K.
NOTth Dakota- Uhourwait..
24-hourwait Kansas-egt
hourwoit PemJsytvania bas a24-hour
waitwith required counseling that was
upheld by the Supreme Court in P!anne
Parenr:b.ood vs. Casey. The court nored,
however, that the states could. not place
an "undue burden" upon the woman in
Georgia -

J.K.
One C2Il1lOt help but associate the
first 100 da:ys with the House
Republicans' "U>nttact With America." A
lot was covered. bur becw.se of space. rn
hit my favorite highlights.
l3aJ.anad-&.dget.Anumt.imenr Big
mist2ke. HJ. Res 1 lost by a vore of 65-35
in the Senate on March 2. 'The vote
would have pulled in more Democrats if
Social Security surpluses had not been

tied to deficit c:aJculatio~ Since when
have Democrats become the protector of

Social Security? The leeching entitlementS that 0lITelltiy teed off of the Social
Security tax were of~ design.
This is DOthing more than a ploy to
attract. the attention of older 'VOters.. who
chink they are being prorecred.. A debt is
a debt No one is proteered.!
Cri1m: Block gr.mIS will repJace the
funding of the 1993 Anti-Crime biD. Let
sette and local governments deride
where the money goes.. Crimes occur
locally, not in the capitol building. (Then
ag3in, maybe I shouldn't make that
assumption.) H.R. 729 wiIllimlt death
row appeals. Fmally! Maybe. it may no
longer be more expen.sive to put someone to deaIh than keep them for life in
prisoll

We/IOre: Payments have been converted into block gronts tor the states. We're

her choice to get an abortion. '"Undue" _
another ambiguous term. FIrst of aD. tm
has nothing to do with restriamg a
woman's right to choose. Shouldn't a
woman be entitled to know what cirt:um
scmces could arise from having an ab0rtion? The sttte has me prerogative to
look after its citizens. and thaI indudes

notifying a woman of possible dangers.
and giving her time to tbink them <m!". 1
don't see haw we come abourwtth a. spe
clfic time requjrement. nonetheless. I
don't see a problem with it It seems,
now, that feminists. such as those that
backed the proposed Freedom of Choio
Act. are so wrapped up in women's
rights. that they care more about the
woman's right to choose than her life
itself..
Semor Jon Kolano~ki and B.J.
Paschal agreed co do a "Head to head"
column for the Diity News. The topiCS
were picked by thl! edi'wr a.hgd of
time and neither wrrter saw the othen
responses. Their ViewS do "crt neces:s:ar
ily represent those of the newspaper.
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Affirmative Action
Example #1

Columnist does If ~
not completely
understand policy
I

To the editor:

Before people al1ack affirmative action, they need to do their
re!!earch and find out exactly
what it is and who it helps.
Arfirmative action is the government's answer to unfair hiring practices; specifically to combat discliminatory hiring practices of companies, agencies and
gfM'rllmental institutions.
If the wliter of "TIle write
wing~ had doue his research, he
would have found that affirmative action. as a polk:y ha.c; failed.
Affirmative action doesn't reach
those individuals that really need
a job and if yon research
Fortune 5(1) companies. top law
linns. the top six: accounting
limls ami any other major 1)lllycr
in Ihe American work fol"('(' you
will fincl Vf'ry few women or
minOlilit,s. Even if wonwn or
minorities llre hirefl by fh~'
institutions, women only earn 70

{.'ents to the dollar that men
number of white r.1culty memearn, and minorities, especially
bers. I doubt that you have h~d
blacks. earn (:onsiderably less
any experiences with affirmative
than that of white males. All of
action, and I doubt you will have
this information is based on peoas much of a struggle finding a
ple who have the same amount
job as will most minorities.
of education and qualillcations.
Kolanowski. ~veral of your
Kolanowski. it is a proven fact statements could be misinterthat the group that has the most
pretefl to mean women and
to lose in a society is the group
minorities only get hired
because of their gender and the
that always cries foul. In every
major institution in the United
color of their skin, not their quaJ..
States, white males nominate
ifications.
Whether this is your intenpositions or leadersllip and
authority. This domination is not , tion or not. this perception
always enters people's minds
solely based on qualification, but
on group membership.
when the topic of affinnative
Kolal1()wski. have YOIl been
al..1ion is raised. Until our society
out in the work force? Wl'1I I
sees people as individuals and
have. and compnnies and instill,judge people on the content of
lions have many ways of getting
their character and not on their
around affirmative action poiigender or the color of their skin,
des.
then maybe a failed policy such
as affirmative action won't be
Kolanowski. how dart" YOll
evt'n address the issue of faculty
needecl.l1lt're nre two ways to
hiring. esp{'<:inlly that of minoriview the American society, from
ties and wom!:'n. For yeal's at this . all idealistic perspective or a realIIniv~ity. lllinOlities have been
istic pernpective. I'm a realist all{1
asking for more faculty memthe society that we live in is dombers of co lor. I)" YOIl know how
inated by white males ann as
many black 01' hispanic fa('lIl1y \ long as Ihey fed challenged they
members Ihel1:' are?l1w nl101. will always cry foul.
Kolanowski, make sure you
her is very low comp.1rcd to the \
l

have yourself together. That
meanS education, dress and a
decent resume. because you are
competing against your white
male counh~~aris, women of all
colors. and yes, men of all colors.
Until you can show me that affirmative action has succeeded in
its mission. you don't have a leg
to stand on.
Stop sending dividing,
accusatory nnd blatantJy wrong
messages to people at our university. bectluse it is perceptions
like yours that foster a negative
perception of minorities as a
whole.
Don't worry about whether I
will make it in the American sod..
ety, bectluse wiUI or without
affirmative al..1ion, I will accomplish all of my career goals just
a.~ many women and minorities
have clone before a failed policy
like affirmative action existed.
Unfortunately, I have to call your
misleading piece, 'The wlite
wing." undeniably "'The wrong
wing."
Byron Lee Ottman
senior
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Affirmative Action
Example #2

White men not
following through
with promises

to the amount ofharm they experience as a group as evidenced. by
their overwhelmingly dominant
position in society.

To the editor:
The following letter refers to

tolerance to frustration which
results from generations of pri:vi. I
lege within a system of their own '

Jon KDJanowski's colwnn

"Affirmative action not for eNeryone."
The right wing claims to have
the market cornered on tackling
tough issues partiadarlywhen it
comes to standing.firm against the
poweIless.
I was therefore not surprised
to findJon Kolanowski of the "The
write wing" professing to want to
tackle re:alJytough issues and then
ideotifying af6rmatire action to be
sudl an issue. He argues that affIr·
~ action doesn't w.>rk very
weiland uses examples ofwomen
mrwilom the system has not
WOlted. It is obvious, though. that
the system is particularly frustrating to white men.
.What KoJanowski evades is
bow the country would work
without affirmative action. given
the h.istoriaU and current position
otwbite men in American society.
This is an authenticaDy tough
issue mr the foUowing reasons:
White men comprise 32 percent ofthe American population
but currently hold 80 percent of
oongressional seats. .
2) White men hold 90 percent
of the CEO positions of the top
Fortune 500 companies.
3) White men earn Sl for
every 00 to 70 cents female or
minority individuals earn. thereby
dominating the wealth of thisnation.
4) White men portray their
extremely intense anger as the
10gical result of legislation which is
biased against them. The anger Is.
~ clearly out of proportion

o

5) White men rarely acknowledge that their intense anger is in
part the result of a chronicalJy low'

making.
S) White men contend that

i

I

they could put aside their anger
at having been "unfajrly discrim.i- •
nated against" since the instit:tJ. 1
don of affinnative action 30 yearsl
ago and become color and gender blind immediately. As a
i
group, they have no history of
being able to do this voluntarily
in the 200 years of existence of
this country.
1) White men portray affirma.
live action as no longer necessary
because'm)tnen and minorities
have awiIab1e the white male
dominated court system to air discriminatotYcompJaints.
8) White men portray themselves as proponents of color blind
policies, yet they have been primarilyrespollSlble for putting
white men like Newt Gingrich and
Jesse Helms into powerid decisioomaking positions. Helms
actively opposed desegregadon
for 22 years and Gingrich's behaY-

I
I

iorretJects disdain forwomen and
minorities.
I have no doubt that abolishing
affin:t:tattve action would be good
for at least 32 percent of us.

As mr the remaining 68 percent. relying on the fair-mindedness of white men has never
worked. AD. eYidence suggests
that pretending otherwise would
be mlish and self-destructive for
women and minorities.

Holly Bast

graduate student
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Affirmative Action
Example #3

j,lIJU~I"t:I".

- -rr
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typical trap door

society falls into
To the editor.

J

Cles that offer entitlements ba.qed
on race, such as a business or
college that hires an Aliican
American to improve its "raLial
image," are really acting out of
irrational guilt - a selkentere<J..
ness evidenced in their preoccupation wilh their image of innocence. Such guilt-filled acts,
devoid of a real concern for black
development, do no one any
good. As Steele points out,
whites still end up as the patrons
of blacks, still centered on themselves while trying to calm the
guilt that many blacks use as a
powerful tool to get what they
want In turn. while blacks may
gain some power because of entitlements, the terrible cost is one
of self-respect and esteem. (or
deep down they know that tJley
didn't "earn" that welfare check
or admi'>5ioll to law schoolthey received it as a shallow payback for their years of oppression.
Such "special" treatment is merely a tainted offering to appease
white guilt and satisfy fearful
black demands for "empowerment"
Real empowerment, tile kind
that Martin Luther King J r.
would have supported, means
having power over yourself first
and taking responsibility for your
own actions, thoughts and feel-

Since Unity Week is here and
the ongoing debate over affirmative action has arisen. I'd like to
explain why I think affirmative
action and the events of this
week are largely destructive to
race relations. My views on this
subject tend to follow those of
Shelby Steele, a black conservative professor at San Jose State.
He maintains that many of these
forms of preferential treatment
- which include affirmative
action, black student unions,
black homecoming dances and
so on -are only efforts of entitJement rather than development.
Or, in other words, rather
than insisting on non-separatist
activities and race-free decisions
of opportunity, we, guilty white
Arrierica. go for the quick racial
fix by giving a handout and saying; "Sure, take this job or have
your special activities."
Given the ever-present danger of being labeled a racist
(one that I now run the risk 00.
appeasement and preference is
an easier path than insisting on
strict equality and high shared
ings.
standards, such as earning what
Given the raLial oppression in
you get.
our country's history, all of liS,
Of course, such ease in giving black and while, have our fears
in to black demands for preferen- . and guilt to deal with. Legal
tiat treatment should send a
equality seems to exist in this
warning flag that all is not right
country. although affirmative
with such policies. And. indeed,
action and entitlements have

pt UIJdUI)

ttll" II

U~'1

tlJO itU £It U It

Ol.lposite direction. What seems
to be needed now is both nn
emphasis on equality of opportunity (not of resulL<; or quota,<;) and
an honest examination of what
drives our fears and guilt
Condescension and viliJication, as when Byron Ottman
attacked the writer of 'The write
wing," will do nothing for I1"soiving these problems. III Oltman's
defensivenes.q and putdowns
("Kolanowski. make sure you
have yourself together) . we have
a minute sample of the pain and
fear that still remain unresolved
and that will take mm.:h more
than an entitlement, such as
Unity Week. to appease.
Stephen George
graduate student
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Free Speech
Example #1

right to freedom ofexpression.

Giving award to

pubHsher would
be contradictory
To the editor.
I read that Eugene S. PuDiam,
publisher of The l11dimu1pol;s Star,
will be honored by the Hoosier
State Press Association by awarding him its Fnt Freedom Award
May 5. This prestigious award is
given to a person who is committed to the cause of mankind's

My free speech right has been
denied on the opinion page of The'
Indianopol;s Stador 20 years
because rm a h'beral who frequently disagrees. I've got a file
AtD ofletter&to-the-editor on various topics that rYe sent to The
Starover the ~ They have
never published one of my 1ettersl
There is only one plausible
explanation: rYe been put on their
b1acklist and my voice of opposition has been censored.
Does Gene Pulliam deserve to
be honored for free expression
when his own newspaper has a
Jist of letter writers who are
denied access to the opinion
page?
The lndiorrapolis Star never
hesitates to pontificate about
what's wrong with the Democratic
Party, but it has consistently
refused to print a Jetter ft'om me.
The Indionapol;s Star has
earned an award for hypocrisy,
but Pulliam will get an award for
freedom of expression. It leaves
an ache in my heart. a hole in my

gut
B.J. Paschal
prvf'essor of psychology
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Free Speech
Example #2

Paper should not
be discredited for
right-wing views
To die editor.
"You have the right to free
speech. but you do not have the
right to be heard!" says Rush.. I
have to admit that ! was sUghtly
amused to learn in BJ.
Paschal's complaint to the editor March 15 that Done of his
letters to 1hI ItrditJMpolis Star
have ever been pubUshed.
I am glad to learn that The
IttdiaM/JOlil StarwiD. be honored with the FJ1'St Freedom
Award. I think it also deserves

an award for discernment If
only all newspapers were so discerning!
I rarely appreciate the Dm1y
News. It features two left-ofPatricia Ireland wackos who
pose as syndicated columnists.
and the editorials are rarely of
any worth. And I think conservative thought is not done justice
by their token conservative
writer, Jon Kolan()wski Does
my opinion of the Daily News as
an economic bad have any
effect on its contintwlce? No!
Of course not The Daily News
keeps coming and coming. All
students at this school automatically pay for this paper, even if
they hate it
I enjoy The Indianapolis Stat'

for the editorials and the syndicated columnists. I like to hear
what Mona ChareD. George
Will. Thomas Sowell. et al have
to say. I like The Indianapolis
Star's conservative bent. Many
people buy this paper. including
me. Only those who willfully
purehase The IndiaMpolis Stat'
pay for its survival.
Now tell me. which is the
newspaper that better lives
under freedom? The paper that
is voluntarily supported by its
readers, of course. Any paper
supported by the state erodes
our freedom by its very existence!
There are papers other than
The Indianapolis Stat' that are
supported by their readers.!

don't know how the Hoosier
State Press Association chose
The Indianapolis Star for its
award, but I do know that it
should not be disquaJitied
because it doesn't provide a leftleaning college professor the
right to be heard.
The arrogance of BJ.
PaschaJ.! He implies that in
order to be freedom loving, a
newspaper must publish at least
one of his letters. I think it
would be quite illiberal if a
newspaper's worth were measured by its decision on
whether or not to publish letters
from any writer, even Paschal.
H. Douglas James
junior
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Free Speech
Example #3

Knowledge not

.needed to write
letter to editor
To the editor:

Anyone can express an opinion in Quad Talk if the editor

and the editorial committee say
OK, rightly so, without any
degree of knowledge.
This was the case with H.
Douglas James' March 17 letter.
It seems fair that a critic
would first know something
about the F'lI"St Freedom Award
before he would express an
opinion. but this was not the
case with James.
The simple truth is that
Eugene S. Pulliam, who publishes both The Indianapolis
Star and The Indianapolis News, .
is getting this award from the
Hoosier State Press
: Association. The Star is not
getting the award; it is Gene
Pulliam who is being honored
with this prestigious award
because he, supposedly, is
, committed to the cause of
mankind's right to freedom of
expression. But I have chal! Jenged whether Pulliam should
. get the award (in a letter to The
Indianapolis Star).
TIl, Indianapolis Star called
me after they received the same
letter dated March 3 that the
Daily News printed on March
15. The editor tried to call me
during the week of March 5, but
I was out of town. His assistant
called me March 13 to tell me
that they had made a mistake;
that is. my name appeared on a
arrequent·writer-llst" by mistake. But this mistake was 20
years oldl I was. in effect. on
their blacklist and my voice was

being censored.
I was promised that my
name had been removed from
"the list." Only time will tell.
Editor John Lyst's assistant
also told me that their computer records showed that The
Star had printed five of my letters in 20 years. But I still
haven't been able to locate even
one such letter. There are, however, a couple of plausible
explanations but only time and
more searching will provide the
truth of my claim that not one
of my letters had been printed.
IT a letter has appeared in an
edition of The Star, I haven't
seen it. And I can't locate one
in the Ball State or Muncie
libraries.
Even if The Star has printed
five of my letters in some edition, it has still discriminated
against me even if by mistake as
they claim.
,
I have complained for years
to The Star about my claim of
discrimination, but they fell on
deaf ears until I challenged
whether Pulliam was entitled to
an award that is antithetical to
the practice of The Star, as I
view it.
This challenge apparently
got their attention and moved
them to take corrective action.
F'mally, James took a swipe
at columnist Jon Kolanowsld,
but rve concluded thusly:
What's good in Kolanowski's
column is quite good, and what
isn't is at least adroit and intelligent, which cannot be said for
James' arrogant ignorance.
B.J. Paschal
professor of psycholo!n'
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Abortion
Example #1

Columnist should'
take more time .

to fonn opinions
To the editor:
Like the majority of the radlcal
right wing that JOII KDlanowski
calls his own, it seems that before
voicing an opinion on a 'serious
issue' he opens up his head and
puts in Twinkies instead of brains.
Addressing his fIrSt comment I
would like to ask why is it that he
quotes the New Yorll Times'sarcasm and not facts supporting his
statements. The idea that the
streets would receive a 'massive
exodus' of marijuana addk:ts is just
preposterous. The actual physical
cndanb<el111cnl of 1eg~1 pol
on the public is as yet undelermined by professionals. On the
contrary, the consensus has been
that we would not see a large
ftf any) increase ir. use.

The governments position to
allow someone to take substance,
like alcohol for instance. is not the
same as the government telling us
to do it The govenunent isn't
even condoning this type of activity. It doesn't support the use of
alcoho~ (as a matter of fact we
have a 'sin' tax on it), the governmentjust knows that. legal or illegal. people
will do it Things like drinking and

smoking utilizes a substance that
~ be not only controlled but also .
used as a money-maker.
On his second 'serious issue',
masturbation. I would like to say
that somewhere in the 90th percentile of American males have
masturbated and/or masturbate.
Which brings me to my point.
masturbation is nonna!. This is
what they're teaching kids in
school This, my fellow sensible
~ is not a 'how-to' guide to
get an worked up abOut

Koianowski's coiumn even
goes on further to the most sen.

ous of serious issues, abortion.
His argument is that pregnant
mothers should 'accept the consequences.' He means the babies
here folks.
Kolanowski can be quoted as
saying that babies. small humans,
are consequences and should be
accepted like a pu"ishment. He
offers the position that most
babies, given the choice. would
choose to be born in poverty than
to not be born at an. WeD. I agree.
But I also believe that if I were put
into the position of not be'mg born .
at aD or being born into a poverty
stricken famil't. who thought I was
a punishment. I would choose the

fonner.
I also don't think that
choicer's are 'afraid to make pe0ple take resporlSlbility: at least not
from where I stand I can't think of
one procltoicerwbo actually supports abortion. Again. of course,
we can go back to one of my first
complaints in this response. and
that is just because the g0vernment allows something doesn't
mean it is forcing us to take part.

pro:

or even for that matter. condoning
such activity. We know full wen
that if abortions are illegal people
will sliD. get them ... somehow.
This 'somehow' is the scary part
I know it is very hard to get in .

front of our coiled up Iiq:1e world :
every week and blast the campus .
with your opinions, picture and
but you must be very careful to
ask yotm!clf. 'Have I thought
about this?' before you ask your
readers to do so.

an.

.James Pavlik
sophomore
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Abortion
Example #2

supporters are eo afraid to make
them downright frightening.
people face the "consequences" of
nlreilt of pregnancy binds people
their actions. Then just ~ ago, . to their mates? Hello?! That is '
'insulting! Here in reaIit¥, many of ,
a speaker from a pro-life group
stated that the "risk" of getting
, us are bo)md to our mates by love.
pregnantfon.-eiI people to be faith.
And shocking as it may be to
fullo their spoUses. '
, some. others have sex simply
I he'c!f these kinds of things
. because they enjoy'it Regardless
over and over and it always
of what the speaker believes is
enrages me. Why is it that"so..
right OtWl'Orig, people have sex. ,
manY pro-Ure supporters refer to
ThEiy have sex a lot If there was
children as "risks" and "conseno birth control there would be so'
quences?" Did their parents take
many screaming, crying. htmgry
them to church' functions and
children overpopuJating the earth.
ofJice partk!k when t.hEiy were
"we wOOJdn't even be able to hear
young and introduce them to pet>-. ·outselves thinking abOut morality:
pie by saying," ~.. And this is little
Tha(s just comi:non sense· Saying
BIJIy, our punishment for having
that'using birth control is wrong
sex _"?
.
because GOO intended us to pmChildren are not consequences create is like saying that curing
to be dealt with" mistakes. to be " ,cancer'is wrong because GOO
, owned up to or risks to "TheY' intended us to die.
every~e
are indeed htiman beings who
' I know there are sOme ~ ,
ShouJd' be carefuIly,planned andgions that don't believe in medical
cared for. Everyone doesn't have ' treatment, but for some reason
"
to agree on when a cen becomes a Christian Scientists don't seem to
ab(N.it
, Cetus or when a Cetus becomes a
" make an issue hY.bbombing I1osPi. To the editor:
. child, but please! Kids have poor
I3Is, shooting doctors or cramGeez. this whole .
'. enough selHmagesas it is! Lefs
mingtheir beIie.f!! downAmerica's
abortionlbirth control debate is' not make them feel guilty about
'collective throat
giving me a migraine! rm not
their very exiStence!
.
, I a1.tended a Catholic school "
even going to getinto who's right .
I cannot and wnt not attempt to . when twas a child; Though I no
and who's wrong, because if . " speak for others, but I can teD you
longer consider myself a
.
there's one thing I know for 00'that when I do decide to have clUJ. . Catholic. ironically, I attribute
lain. ifs that there WiD never be an" dren. it wiD be at a time in my Iiie
one of my strongest beliefs to the
agreement on thi~ issue - never.
wtten I am good and "ready for . 'WOrds of a very repected,prlest
Period. 'There simply is no bl8ck. them I WjII tie able to proVide for
who explairied to me what Sepaand white. right or wrong answer
them both emotionally and finanhumans from animals. God
for everyone. But I've got to say
ciaIIy SO that they grow old know- "ga,ve eac;h and every one of us"
that something is really bothering ing that they were not an accident;
the ability to thiqk and choose.
me. .
not a conSectUellceor punishment
Mew weeks ago. Jon .
" ' And, as for the statements of
" CanaN; DullY
sophomore'
Kolanowski asked why pro-choice .' the speaker from cAu.. I found

Not

'is

going to agree

abortion

rares
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Abortion
Example #3

Couples' ~Id
be ready for kids
before having sex
To the editor:
Once again, I feel the need to
respond to more of the fuzzy logic
that appeared in Quad Talk. Dana
Duffy shouldn't have been so
quick to suggest that the pro-life
movement sees children, especially those that
WJpIanned. as a
ptllli!lhment

are

Children are a responsibility
that result from sexual activity, in
some cases even if so-oilled "pr0tection" is used. The most effeo.
live protection to hold off pregnancy is for people to hold off
from having sex until they want
cbikIren. Even though raising
children is rough, there are
extremely few or even no parents
who will teD you that there wasn't
anything good about it
At least Duffy was right in wri~
ing that children aren't mistakes
and should be planned for. She
doesn't see, however, that that is
part of the pro-ute belief system.
Most people in the pro-ute move-

meW: support absdDence instead "
of8rtiftcia1 contrac:epti.on and
birth control because abstinence
is more effective for those who
use it. and aD forms of artificial
birth can either fail even if used
correctly, or, in the case of drugbased methods, have side effects. .,
If anyone feels that unplanned
pregnancies are "accidents" or
."mistakes," it's the pro-choice
movement. This would be clear to
everyone if they went down to
watc:b clinic protests where
escorts try to keep their clients
from seeing phorie numbers for

adoption services or information
on the stages of pregnancy or the
results of the process of abortion.
That doesn't sound very pro.
choice to me. In met. that's more
pro-cash flow or ttamming a proabot1ion point of view down the
throats of the clients of abortion
mills. fm sure that many proabortion people supported the
provision in the Clinton health
care ban that would have set up
federal1y.funded abortions on taxpayer money, much ofwhich
coqres from people who consider
abot1ion wrong. Who's aamming
what down whose throat now?
The final point 1have to make

is that aaacks against doctoIs and '
clinics are r8re when compared to
the total number of peacefu1
each year. People like
Paul Hill aren't just quickly disavowed from the pro-life movement as an imag'e move, but
because we realJy beieve that an
unprovoked assault against an
abortionist is just as bad as killing
an wtbom child. KUJing a doctor
. also won't stop women from
going elsewhere.

Protests

Kevin Shea
Students for Ute
senior
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Abortion
Example #4

Daughter thanks

mother for giving
her gift of life
To the editor:

Dear Mom.
I just wanted to thank you.
Your life has been so difficult.
When you finally got headed in
the right direction by coming to
Ball State, getting on the dean's
Ust being involved in campus
activities _ that's when the
bomb dropped: you found out
you were pregnant with me.
With no source of income, ,
your parents' high expectations :
of you and a year left in coUege.
you still chose to give me life.
Even when my daddy left you
because of me. you stood up for
me. Even when your dose
friends drove you and I to one
of the death camps of America.
you held out. I admire your
strength.

Thank you for beUeving that
I am not a mistake. Maybe you
weren't counting on me so
soon. but thanks for not sentencing me to death because of
your actions.
Maybe you and my daddy
are guilty of premarital sex but I am innocent! Perhaps you
didn't plan on me, but you aren't .
in control of this world. There is
someone much more powerful
who did plan on me. No matter
what kind of precautions you
took. it would never been
enough. Even though you didn't
want me, I was meant to be.
You know now that I have
only one month left in here. I
am deeply saddened. I am afraid
that once I get involved with my
own life and my own activities, I
will soon forget or not care
about the other children who
are in their mothers' womb. I
am worried about them. Whlch
ones will make it .•. and which
won't?

Kolanowski - 10

Our SOCiety says there is no
black or white. I don't get it. Do
they really think slaughtering
children can ever be right? Do
they really think. we are just
"blobs of tissue?" Do they think.
we deserra to die if we happen
to be conceived in the wrong
womb? I just can't understand
how anyone could believe we
don't deserve a chance unless
our mother chooses to give us a
chance.
I hear people all the time
talking about all the abused children in this world. People seem
to think they can predict which
children will be abused and
which won't. If there is a slight
possibility a child will be abused
or is unwanted by their naturaJ.
parents, they think killing children in the womb can be justified.
What they don't understand
is the children who are aborted
feel the vacuum that sucks
them out of a woman's uterus.
The others feel the forceps. that
pull them apart limb by limb.
There are 18,000 third trimester
unborn children that get their
brains sucked out every year.
Some of these babies are even
bigger than me. I can feel pain
- imagine theirs. And America
is worried about violence outside the womb? How absurd!
Mom, I mow you were
abused as a child. Do you think
that you should never been
born? Did you deserve to be
mutilated and tom apart befOre
birth just so you wouldn't be
abused later in ute?
Aren't you angry that your
mother could have chosen to
ldD you legally in her.womb on
her due date. but the day of
your birth if she ldDed you by
the same ptocedure she would
have been convicted of murder.
This logic is deeply perverted.
Mom. thank you for choosing life for me. I mow it's not
the easiest choice. but regardless of what some pro..death .
extremists would like us to
believe, I.i:fe is the right choice. I
am one of the lucky ones.
WithLDve,
Your Daughter
Jennifer Zukowski
president, Student:s (or Ufe
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Abortion
Example #5

able that Zukowski is unaware of
what police and many othen face .
in Iheir dealings widl "pro-1iCe"
demonstrators around the coun-

'"misconcepdon" is both weak and
deceptive. Evidence of peaceful

demonstrations by Students for
life is nice but it's not enough.

try.

In addition to nationally publicized murders, clinics and doctor's
offices have been bombed, clinic

Pro-life leaders
should condemn
violent actions

ed.
I

To the
This is not the first time I've

refuted the words ofJennifer
Zukowski, and it probably won't .
be the last I have always respect-

ed
the pro-life position but the milure
of its kaders to strongly condenm
violent tactics make the entire
movement increasi.ngty suspect.
ZuIrowski marches lockstep
with those who evade and thereby
condone the issue of violence
.against the already born for the
purpose of making abortion
unavaiJable 10 American women.
She contends that she had no
idea what 13 police officers were
~&omapro-lifedemo~

stration at Planned Parenlhood
when her 8rouP showed up on
Saturday morning. It is unbeliev-

workers have been assaulted and
equjpment destroyed. "Wanted"
posters with pictures., addresses
and home telephone numbers of
doctors who perfonn abortions
have been widely distn'buted
(posters of both Gunn and Britton
were widely distributed around
Pensacola before their deaths).
StaJking doctors, including meet- '
ing them at airports as they come :
into town and fOUowing them
around in multicar caravans, and
dealh threats ill person and by
anonymous phone caDs to cIinic
personnel. esL'Orts and their families are but some of the violent tac- .
tics used agdinst the already born
by "pro-life" groups to advance
their caul:ie.
.
According to Zukowski, Ihese
are merely "misconceptions" by
the American people.
Sorry. As distasteful. as it is to
deal with inconsistencies within
your organization, a strong condemnation of tllese tactics would
go a long way toward establishing
some credibility fOr your cause.
. Feigning ignorance and labeling docwnented violence a public

Holly Bast
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Joel Erickson
Time to tum tables on all racism

Time to tum tables on all racism
"The white, AmeriC3Jl male is the
biggest minority group in the

country.

Joel
Erickson

Travels
in Muncie

"Why should all of these different
groups have their own weeks ?
What about a week for white people?"
These statements were said once
when an acquaintance of mine was raving about Black History Month, which
took pJ8ce at my undergraduate alma
mater each February.
When questioned further about his
views he explained. "The white person
doesn't get a chance anymore, everything is directed toward special
groups. I don't lmow why we need
special weeks and months for blacks
or anybody else."
r ve always thought that the answer

lie5 an around us .
Two middle-aged men are painting
a fence in Narerville, lll, on a bright

sunny day, A coUege-aged couple walk

by holding hands. The woman is an
attractive blonde. the man is a young,
black male. After they pass, one painter
turns to the other, shakes his head and
says, "What a waste."
In a college cafeteria. two white- students are waiting in a lunch line. A
group of young black women enter.
talking loudly. One of the students
turns to his friend and sa~ '1 wish
they would shut up once in awhile."
At a KIu Klux Klan rally in
Dubuque. Iowa, an 8-year-<>ld child
is filmed by a news crew. The YOWlg
kid wears a shirt that says, "White
power now." At the same rally, his
mother is verbally harassed by a
vicious crowd. She points and shouts.
"You'll all be sorry someday. They'll
take everything before they're
through."
The scene is a U2 concert which
features the rap group Public Enemy

as an opening act. One suburban teenager turns to another dwing the set
and says, <41 didn't come tonight for
black music. "
In an office. a middle-aged white
man is complaining to a co-worker
because his son got shut out of a college class. "Yeah, they give those classes to the minorities first, then my kid
can get in. "
At a park on July 4, a young white
man and his girlfriend stroll up to a
concession stand and inquire about the
availability of picnic gI"OWlds in the
area. When told that au of the picnic
spots are full he hisses, "Guess you
gotta get up early to beat the MexiC3IlS
and the blacks. They should all go
back and leave us alone...
These situations described
shouldn't be shocking to anyone
except the woefully naive. As a white
male. one is subjected to the views of
open and closet racists constantly.
There is always someone blaming
the minorities for something.
One friend who rides Chicago
buses frequently, stated that she wasn't
scared of African Americans in the context of getting robbed or attacked or
anything, but she said she felt wrong
because. "being a middleda.ss white
female, I think they look at me like I
can' t be trusted .n
In response to this, I often like to
play a game with friends that I call

1'urn the table of history." This game
of thought is simple to play: Just substitute people of black skin into the line of
history wherever whites are involved
and vice versa
In other words, black-skinned pe0ple would have settled in Europe and
white-skinned people wouJd have been
found mainly in Africa. Black-skinned
Europeans discover the New -World

and eventually hear that cheap labor ~
available in Africa. So they go to Africa
and forc-e the white-skinned people to
be slaves.
The whites Me in bondage until
after the Civil \Var and struggle another 100 years before the Civil Rights
movement even begins. Whites are
forced to attend segregated schools,
live in abject poverty, work for far less
money. are subjected to hate groups
and so forth.
In the late '50s and early '60s, lowincome housing projects are built
promising cheap, affordable housing.
But funding is cut and the projects
decay with the cities around them.
There are no jobs or banks in the area
and drugs are a main staple of the loea.
economy.
You are constmtly subjected to
stereotypical views of yournelf and
women clutch their purses tighter
when they see you corning their
way. Along the way, prominent, white
civil rights leaders are assassinated,
the government won't help the poor
and the jails are filled with a disproportionate ownber of white men.
Then the question is asked: In the
year 1995. who would you trust
or believe?
For anyone who can't understand
the point of a Unity Week or a
Black History Month. that's OK Close
your eyes and go back to sleep. And
dream your sweet dreams of a white
world.
You ignorant fools.

Graduate student Joel Erickson. a
journalism major, writes "Travels in
Muncie" for the Daily News. His vieWl
do not necessarily represent those of

the newspaper:
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Affirmative action: we're finally seeing the light

Affirmative action: we're finally seeing the light
Affirmative action may be an
idea Whose time has come and Thomas
gone. The ~igges~ cha!lenge to it SOWELL
may come lD Callforma, where a
ballol initiative in 1996 is
expected to outlaw all preferences
based on race or sex. A federal
court case in Pennsylvania has
already shot down Philadelphia's
minority and female sel-aside
programs. and similar cases are
being argued in several other
states.
Perhaps more important, affirmative action is now
considered an issue in the mainstream media, where it
was once trealed as a sacred cow. Even some liberals
are saying that perhaps affirmative action has gone on
, "long enough" - a face-saving way of retreating
without admitting that it was a bad idea in the first
place. as some of us said a quarter of a century ago.
Defenders of affirmative action almost never want
to talk about the facts as to what its actual
consequences have been. They want to talk about its
moral justification, its symbolic importance, its
pOlitical necessity - anything except its actual
conseq uences.
Nor is this peculiar to the United States. In
countries around the world, extremely little evidence
is offered to show that such programs are in fact
beneficial. Wh~n I did an international survey of
aHlrmative action programs lor a book published In
1990, the consequences I found again and again were
these:
1. The benefits of affirmative action went
overwhelmIngly to people who were already better off,
while the poorer members of tbe same groups either

did not gain ground or actually fell further behind.
2. Polarization between groups increased, erupting
repeatedly Into lethal violence in India, Nigeria and Sri
Lanka.
3. Frauds became commonplace, whether by false
claims of belonging to the group in question or by
having a genuine member of such a group become a
'·front" Cor people who were not members, but who
received government favors anyway.
4. Despite claims that lhese programs are
"temporary" means to advance particular groups,
such programs h-ave nol only persisted but expanded to
include otber groups, ultimately encompassing a
majority of the country's whole population, as in India
and the United States.
No wonder defenders of affirmative action do not
want to talk about its consequences but only about U.s
good intentions.
One of the reasons for the popularity of affirmative
action has been that it bas allowed white liberals to
wear blacks like merit badges.
For example, when former NAACP Legal Defense
Fund director Jack Greenberg defended affirmative
action at a judicial conference some years ago, he
stressed that he considered it symbolically important
that he hire a black secretary when he became a
professor at Columbia University. As he went on and
on about this, I recalled that Milton Friedman had a
black secretary when I was a student of bis more than
30 years ago - and has another black secretary today.
But never have I heard him mention the race of his
secretary, either in public or -in private.
Although I have had dinner with Rush Limbaugh
three times, never have I heard blm mention the race
of his producer, who ls black. I learned this much later,
when his producer attended a reception given for me
~

by Forbes magazine.
Edmund Burke, tlJe 18th century godfather 01
modern conservatism. devoted a decade of his life to
impeaching Warren Hastings, the British viceroy of
India whom Burke accused of mistreating the Indians.
When a relative of Burke's told him that the British
people in India could not understand bis crusade
against Hastings. Burke replied that he intended to
continue defending the Indians "whether the white
people like it or nol.·'
Adam Smith, father of laissez-faire economics two
centuries ago, dismissed with contempt the idea that
Africans enslaved in the United States were racially
inferior. He suggeste4 that they were superior to "the
refuse from the jails of Europe" who owned Ulem.
The worldwide battle that ulUmately destroyed
slavery all across the planet was launched in the late
eighteenth century by William Wilberforce and Henry
Thornton. some of the most conservative people in
England. They would be called lithe religious right" by
today's standards.
Liberals make much of the fact that they were on
the right side of the civil rights struggles of the 1950s
and 1960s. Grant them that. But, historically, both
racists and anti~racists have existed in many parts of
the political spectrum. Liberals cannot continue
indefinitely justifying their current policies by showing
old newsreels of themselves marching at Selma.
Moreover, if they arc going to take the credit for
civil rights, let them also take the blame (or the
devastating impact of liberal policies on the family, on
law enforcement, and on education. Above all, let the
coming debate on affirmative action be about actual
consequences, not about pIous hopes or symbolic
gestures.
•

Thomas Sowell is a syndicated oolumnist.

~

~
~

~
~

~

•
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Christian
Associated Press Cartoon

TUESDAY, JULY 26, 1994

4,\ ~ 'teu OOt-.t'T MIND, I'D LI KE 'TO KEEP -mE PEPPER
ARE CHRISTIANS IN ~IS NE\GHBoR~ooD. 4f'I

SPRAY. I'VE HEARn -mERE

A-~
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BlackvUle Middle School
Associated Press Release

Students want freedom
to wear confederate garb
COLUMBIA, S.C. - Seven students suspended for wearing Confederate Oag shirts have sued a
school district, claiming they should be allowed to
sport the rebel Oag if others can wear Malcolm X
shirts.
At least 15 students have been punished for
wearing the shirts at Blackvine Middle School.
according to the class-action lawsuit filed Monday.
The plaintiffs contend the Barnwell County
District 19 dress code, which prohibits "distasteful
or disruptive" symbols on clothes. has been unfairly applied in violation of their free speech rights.
The suit claims that students were suspended
for wearing sbirts with the rebel flag saying
-Flying high. ain't coming down." while black.
dents have been pennitted to wear symbols of
African-American pride, including Malcolm XT·
shirts, that ~ be offensive to white students,"

Kolanowskl -4
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John Leo
Those hotly discussed angry white men

Those hotly discussed angry white men
JOHN LEO
irst the Arabs did it, which
was a bad thing. Then "angry white males" did it.
which was widely regarded as an
unexpected bonanza, at least
among the chattering classes,
If the bombing had happened a
decade ago. Timothy McVeigh and
the other suspects would probably
have been viewed as Just a few
margtnal Itinerant weirdos. But
thanks to the now conventional
race-and-gender categories of the
left. they are viewable as unelected but more or less official representatives of the entire low-melanin. high-testosterone set:
Very little is heard these days
about the categories of non-angry
white males (NAWM) or angry
non-white males (ANWM) but the
AWM category Is hotly discussed.
It Is the one that links suchobvious aUles as Geo&ge Will. Charles
Manson. Newt Gingrich. John
Sununu. Timothy McVeigh and
your average Bosnian torturer.
1·'DIred to the bombers
Use of this handy category
means that opponents of racial
quotas and preferences. not to
mention aU living conservative columntsts. can now be plausl bly
linked to the Oklahoma bombers.
Sure enough. Columnist Carl
Rowan made the connection between "angry white men" who are
against affirmative action and
AWMs who bomb buildings. The
Wall Street Journal (In a Page 1
news story. no less) asked "Have
'angry white men' gone too far?"
(Obvious answer: Yesl First we
reVived Tony Bennett's career:
then. as If that weren't bad
enough. we all backed the bombIng of federal buildings in the Midwest.)
Mary McGrory, normally the
sanest of columnists. pushed the
AWM button a couple of times.

F

The problem is that the
chattering classes are
trained to notice wackiness on the right but not
on the left.
Ellen Willis. In the Village Voice.
revealed she has had It with
AWMs. "The Republicans' real
contract with America." she
wrote. "Is to I.lberate its God-given.
moraUy righteous sadism. whether
expressed through guns or
through epithets."
Can we aU calm down now and
discuss this?
First. It would be nice If we
stopped cramming people Into little race-and-gender boxes. A couple of years ago. 1 was on a nationaUy televised forum on the subject
of rape. Both the panel and the
entire audience were diVided by
gender - women on one side.
'llen on the other. The visual
statement being made by this arrangement was that rape is a gender Issue. pitting all women
against aU men. and not a soCial
Issue aUylng 100 percent of women and 99 percent of men against
rapists.
The gender-boxing of white
males creates a: mythical sense of
homogeneity among men of very
different ethnlcity. classes and interests. lt also produces the distorted suggestion that only one
blOC (white guys) opposes afflnnatlve action. In reality, a large majOrity of Americans are against it.
A recent poU on afflnnatlve action
shows that 81 percent of white
men. 77 percent to 79 percent of
white women and almost half of
non-whites oppose preferences.
Second. the anger and the culture of resentment aren't just
problems of one race. one gender
and one side of the political spectrum. They are everyWhere. poi-

sonlng the whole culture. That's
why President Clinton's comments. amended to Include both
right and left. were so on-target in
denouncing "purveyors of hatred
and division. the promoters of
paranoia."
Traveling around the country
these days you can indeed hear a
lot of wild and ghoulish chitchat
and race-baiting coming from the
car radio. A lot of hateful messages on the Internet show signs
of advanced mental disturbance
too. Why should anyone spend
two minutes explaining this stuff,
away as Jeffersonian democracy
In action?

The embrace of anger
The problem Is that the chatter- .
ing classes are trained to notice
wacklness on the right but not on
the left. How many who denounced G. Gordon Liddy's advice
on shooting federal offiCials also
denounced. say. Sister Souijah's
call for a week dedicated to the
killing of white people. or Larry
Kramer's caU for a gay terrorist
group modeled on the Irgun?
The embrace of anger and resentment pervades the whole.
spectrum, The Whitney Biennial ;
art show of 1993 was built around
nihilistic rage and not much else.
"Rage + Women = Power". Is a
Ms. slogan. and a quote from Gloria Stelnem. glorifying anger as a
sign of freedom. Is oddly featured
In a magazine ad for a graduate
school in New York, Everybody is
an angry victim of some implacable force or other.
It's too bad Clinton's remarks
get bogged down in partlsanshlP.
and the debate over whether he.
meant to discredit Rush Lim-·
baugh. His pOint was a good one: .
Are we just Interested In fanning
the flames of rage and resentment. and do we want decent civic
discourse and an emphasis on rec·
oncillatlon?
U~I

Press Syno,cate
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Balancing Test: The rights of those in society who will be affected by an individual
exercising his/her rights must be weighed against those of the individual. As the diagram
shows, the rights of society weigh slightly more on the scale. To benefit from the
protections society provides, the individual must give up some rights. (taxes, speed limits,
drug laws; etc.) This test is presented in contrast to the libertarian ideology that puts the
individual first. It is interesting to note that without society's protection, individual rights
would not even be possible. There would be nothing to stop someone from taking away
your greatest right: the one to life.
Society, like a person, has an interest in self-preservation!

Balancing Test
INDMDUAL

Public Policymakers
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Specificity Test (A modification of the clear and present danger test): Answer the
following questions to determine whether an act of individual liberty needs to be
constrained, when a member of society cries foul.

1. Was there an actual injury or was one possible?
(violence, property destruction, educational disruption, etc.)
yes ..... Go to 3.
No...... Go to 2.
2. Is it a constantly repeated offense?
yes ..... Possible harassment. Can be regulated.
No...... No further action.
3. Is it a matter of public interest?
(Schools, law enforcement, infringing on other's rights, etc.)
yes ..... Go to 4.
No...... No further action.
A good example would be two individuals arguing in public.
The possibility for violence could be very real, but until it
actually commences, thereby placing others in danger, there
is no public interest.
4. Is the act specific?
yes ..... Can be regulated.
If someone's actions or words "specifically" call for putting citizens in
danger or creating a hostile atmosphere then the violation, should be
put to an end.
No...... No further action.
Refer back to the Blackville Middle School example on page
34. Rebel flags and Malcolm X t-shirts do not call for
disruption. It all depends upon the person who sees it and
becomes offended. However, a shirt that sported the slogan
"down with blacks" or "whites suck" could be regulated. The
slogans are specific and could prove disruptive to the
classroom.
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The Preamble Test: In detennining the constitutionality of an action, the courts need look
no further than the preamble of the constitution. Before deciding, take a good look at it.
Are we "insuring domestic tranquility" or "promoting the general welfare?" If the liberties
we are granting or taking away don't seem to benefitting society, in accordance with the
preamble, then they are probably unconstitutional. The problem occurs, however, when
current public sentiment rules the constitutionality of issues. If that is the case, maybe our
"guiding document" has become outdated, which is another debate altogether. (At any
rate, I should note that this debate would not be necessary if the amendment process
was utilized correctly.)

The Preamble to the Constitution

WE THE PEOPLE of the United States, in Order to fonn a more perfect Union,
establish Justice, insure domestic TranqUility, provide for the common defense, promote
the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity,
do ordain and establish this CONSTITUTION for the United States of America.
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Hpre is what the purpose of this thesis comes down to. What do the readers have to say about the
operational definition (The Write Wing) of this model? A few responses were made in the replies to the survey
distributed in the 14th column, and a few are taken from the editorial page.

The Write Wing. Good ... you seem to have taken your job as a columnist seriously

and have dealt with the issues rather than columnists in the past who have taken their
role too lightly and have simply babbled on endlessly just to kill space.

Jon J. Martin
If anything, it reaffirmed my stances on issues. Generally, a no-brainer. Pretty
fundamental issues that I. have a strong opinion on. The only one I had any contention
on was drug legalization. I really don't know on that one. I am totally unaffected by the
policy. I do not, nor have I taken any drug {other than alcohol (nicotine once)). I realize
the harmful effects of drug intake, but the same is true with alcohol and tobacco. It could
be easier to control the drug world, if it were regulated. But, the drugs still scare me
nonetheless. Kids need to be kept away from them. The survey itself is extremely biased.
The Write Wing. C- Contrary views to your own were not covered accurately in my
opinion. A shade below average. Average in the sense that everybody has an ax to grind.
Below in that it went out of its way to be swayed sometimes.

David Eppley
I asked Mr. Eppley about the views that were not covered accurately. He could not produce any
examples. However, I feel that his discontent arises from the fact that I did not discuss my opinions on sexual
orientation, an issue I steered clear of in the paper. (A mistake that may have cost me some followers) Four
days earlier, before I had talked to him and explained my views (He later apologized), Eppley wrote the following
remark on Usenet News:

... assholes like Jon Colonblow (errata: Kolanowski) who mislabel information ...

Dave Eppley
IIAn angry, white, homosexual male ll who knows
that he doesn't have all the answers, unlike some
of his conservative brothers and sisters ....
I'll miss reading your editorials in the Daily News. Your editorials are the only ones
worth reading! What's with those poor excuses for associated press writers? The
editorials by the two regulars are terrible. Can they think of anything better to write about
than racism or feminism? Every day I hear how white men are suppressing women and
minorities, and I'm sick of it. If these people plan to make me more accepting by
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preaching multiculturalism, they have blown it. I am very open minded and always have
been, but it makes me very bitter when every day I hear that I am keeping minorities
down. Multiculturalism makes all races bitter. So now, without you, the paper will be
totally liberal, how sad. What they don't know is that there are more of us conservatives
out here than they think or are willing to admit.

-Loyal Republican and Just all around swell guy,
Matt Rupert

(3 Weeks Into the Semester)

.... His "work" is a joke .... To read his column is to be flayed by a distinctly
ideological, mordant wit. ... I'm concerned about what conservative liars are saying about
so-called "liberal values." But others may be put off by Kolanowski's awkward musings
and disturbing flippancy. Quad Talk thrives on many voices, but "The Write Wing"
contributes little to the discourse ... .!t was stale, habitual and inert and this created a big,
black hole for conservatism to fill with BS.

B.J Paschal
professor of psychology
.... And I think conservative thought is not done justice by their (The Daily News)
token conservative writer, Jon Kolanowski.

H. Douglas James

(Mid-term)

.... Finally, James took a swipe at columnist Jon Kolanowski, but I've concluded
thusly: What's good in Kolanowski's column is quite good, and what isn't is at least adroit
and intelligent, which cannot be said for James' arrogant ignorance.

B.J Paschal
professor of psychology
It looks like I've affected, at least, someone's opinion.
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I have not changed any of my opinions based on your column, but I did enjoy

seeing that somebody apparently heading for the professional news media shared many
of my views.

Aaron J. Nail
I was not aware of that.

I just wanted to thank you for writing such informative, true articles for the Daily
News this semester. I especially appreciate your pro-life viewpoint. The article you wrote
about men and abortion offered some valuable insight which I believe many men do not
take time to think about. 1 I am so tired of both men and women telling me that abortion
is just a woman's issue. Close to half the children aborted are male. That seems to make
it a human issue. Anyway, thanks for standing up for what is right. I really appreciate it.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Zukowski
President, Students For Life
Last, but not least •••

I'm sorry I did not read my E-mail messages in time to help with your project. I
found your column very interesting toward the end of the semester, particularly. I am a
'liberal woman who is very offended by the current right wing agenda, but I have a respect
for someone who makes an attempt to substantiate their opinions through reading and
research. You certainly did that, particularly after the first few weeks. I found your writing
to be honest and felt at times that you could be reasonable and compassionate, though
I find most who hold your point of view to be the opposite. You did make me think and
your development as an editorial writer was interesting to watch and encouraging. I
wouldn't be surprised if you developed into a more liberal thinker with experience. You
certainly have potential and have added to the quality of my experience at Ball State.
Thank you and best of luck in the future.

Holly Bast
More liberal? Very unlike/y. However, its good
say that I passed the objectivity test with Ms. Bast.

1

See column 9, appendix B.

to see respect among adversaries. / think It is safe to

